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Little change in four years . . .  
Voter count finished, 
TERRACE, B.C., WEDNESDAY, 
I 
-.spending limits set 
• - , i -  
According to the Skeena riding returning officer Elaine 
Johnson, enumeration for the federal election has been com- 
pleted, but all the data has not yet been correlated. With the in- 
formation available at the present time however, she says there 
are 39,997 registered voters in the riding at the present time, up 
by about 250 from the previous federal election list. 
She says there will probably be more voters registering, though 
--  in the last election there were 39,756 on the list prior to the 
election but about 2,300 more signed up on election day. 
Although it is possible to register atthe polls, an Elections 
Canada spokesperson says eligible voters would be wise to 
register at the Elections Canada office at 4913 Keith Ave. prior 
to the election. She explained that registration at the polls re~ 
quires a witness who can verify identity, and • it can be time con- 
suming. 
As for campaign expenses for Skeena candidates, Johnson says 
that the level of allowable campaign funds for each federal can- 
didateis directly related to the number of registered voters. Each 
Skeena candidate can spend a maximumof $50,573,95 on his 
campaign. " - 
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Happy landing-- Investigators till haven't determined the cause of an engine failure that 
made local pilot Gary Thompson execute a forced landing in this clear cuttwo miles south 
of the Terrace Kitimat Airport last Thursday evening. Thompson was flying the Bell Jet 
Ranger, owned by Okanagan Helicopters, back from Ethelda Bay when the engine quit. 
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Church DIrectory 18 THORNHILL - -  An informal said hewould be making some ing to Mitchell, thewinter men- as early as 7:4:> a.m. and, Other 
meq~ting between school trustee 
Francis Sabine, all three Thorn- 
hill school principals, and two 
representatives from the Con- 
cerned Parents for Safer Roads 
in Thornhill, has resulted in a 
tentativesolution, Many parents 
have been concerned with the 
compromise between traffic 
congestion and safety in the area 
surrounding the three schools 
for some time, but the situation 
was brought o a head last spring 
when a young student was struck 
and killed by a sch0olbus. The 
first reaction by the school 
bo.ard to the parents' requests 
was non-committal. 
new recommendations to the 
Committee of the Whole which 
would then be passed on to the 
board for approval at their 
meeting in Hazelton next Tues- 
day. The first recommendation 
• would ask for a crossing guard 
on Old Lakelse Lake Road at 
Clark, and the second would ask 
for a re-evaluation of the cost of 
rerouting bus traffic from Clark 
Road between Old Lakelse Lake 
Road and Paquette. 
Although parent represen- 
tatives Laurie Mitchell•.and Deh- 
bie Dimitrov said that the com- 
promise between, i a i f'ull~tinie,• 
,10-month'per year crossing 
guard :and one in. the morning, 
only during winter months was a 
bare minimum, they agreed that 
it would be acceptable. Accord- 
ths are the worsttime of the year• 
for visibility in the area of Old 
Lakelse and Paquette in what 
she describes as a "wind 
tunnel". 
During the preliminary.discus- 
sion on the busing situation, 
Sabine said. that..changing the 
routes would add 1.4 kilometers 
and about $8,000 per year to .the 
budget. Mitchell pointed out 
however, that only five to eight 
bus routes were involved, not 
19, and that cost would be only 
~lightly more than a quarter of 
the' board'S estimate. 
,." "Sabine ,then pointed out that 
.any schedule changes could 
, mean. ,that, Lakelse Lake and 
Jackpine Flats students would 
arrive about 15 minutes earlier 
in the morning. Some, he said, 
year's top business ex- 
ecutives are the pair from 
Northern Drugs... page 2 .  
ELECTION: Follow the 
candidates.., page 3. 
CHARTING THE FUTURE 
OF TRASH: The provincial 
Task Force on Solid 
Waste was In town last 
week.., page 27. 
by TodStrachan - • ' 
Following the meeting, Sabine 
Civic election slate ready 
teachers raised. "Morale is cur- 
rently at a low," he says. "There 
seems to be a lot of infighting 
and there needs to be a concen- 
trated effort by the board, 
teachers and administration to 
bring it to a halt." 
Edna Cooper (incumbent): 
Edna moved to Terrace in 1943 
and .has been a resident ever 
since. She  works hard as a 
housewife'.but has also found 
' time. to Serve the community as 
an alderman from 1966 to 1972 
and as a school trustee for the 
past two years. Her interests are 
primarily in the area of the arts 
and she is currently a member of 
the Terrace Art Association and 
on the B.C. Arts Board. 
Edna saysl She Js  seeking re- 
than creating a supervision 
problem, the matter would f'n'st 
have to be discussed with the 
parents of those students. 
But Mitchell said she had 
already discussed thematter  
with Farwest Bus Lines, who she 
said had stated that students 
would arrive only about six 
minutes earlier than they do 
now. Some of the parents in- 
volved, she said, were willing to 
make the sacrifice in order to 
improve pedestrian safety. At 
this point, she said that Thorn- 
hill parents would be willing to 
wait a "reasonable" amount of 
time for the board to confirm 
her in format ion  but re- 
emphasized the fact that the 
crossing guard was needed im- 
mediately. 
Sabine said he ~vould also take 
the parents' requests for five ad- 
• ditional~:rosswalks in the area to 
the Ministry of Highways but 
explained that he had already 
been told that a request for four 
crosswalks at the Clark/Pa- 
quette intersection had been 
denied under a Ministry policy 
which doesn't permit the in- 
stallation of crosswalks in a 30 
kilometer • per hour school zone. 
But he said he would make 
another request for these: four 
crosswalks as well as another at 
Clark parallel to Lakelse Lake 
Road. 
A final request by the parents 
for a pedestrian-controlled traf. 
tic light at the Lakelse/Clark in- 
tersection, or at the very least a 
flashing amber light, was 
thought o be too expensive and 
the crossing guard was a more 
realistic solution. The parents 
are now awaiting the board's ~ 
Nov, 8 decision, ................. 
A municipal election will be 
beldon Saturday, November 19, 
and voters living within thecity 
will cast their ballots at the 
Clarence Michiel gymnasium in 
Terrace to elect three city 
aldermen and three School 
District 88 trustees. 
So voters can .better under- 
stand the issues at hand and get 
to know the candidates, the Ter- 
race Jaycees are sponsoring an 
"All Candidates Forum" at the 
R.E.M, Lee Theatre, Thursday, 
Nov. 10. School Board hopefuls 
will speak between 7 p.m. and 
8:30 p.m., while those running 
for city council will have their 
opportunity from S:30 p.m. to 
i0 p.m. Questions will betaken 
from the floor. Brian champlin 
will moderate the trustees' ses- 
sion, ~ and Guy Lynch Will 
active in the community. At the 
present ime, Flip is the presi- 
dent of the Men's Soccer League 
and a regional director for the 
Northern B,C. Winter Games, a 
position he has held since 1983, 
He was also appointed • to the 
Terrace Advisory Parks and 
Recreation Commission from 
1978 to 1982~ 
Flip says he decided'to~seeka ' 
trustee position b~ause he feels 
he has someth!ng to :6fret: to 
boththe  Community and :our 
educational system. He believes 
it's time for a different perspec- 
tive on the issues being discussed 
oversee the municipal Portion. 
Following.is a brief introduc- 
tion to each candidate: 
School District 88 
Two School District 88 seats 
have already been won b~; ac- 
clamation. Delbert Morgan will 
retain his seat representing 
native reserves around Kitwanga 
and board chair Val Napoleon 
will retain her seat representing 
the Hazeltons. In the Terrace 
area, there are five candidates 
running for three, two-year 
seats: 
Flip Cervo (new candidate): 
Flip has lived in Terrace • for the • ~,  a:fresh:perspective which is 
past 28 years and is employed as not : directly related to the 
Warehouseman at Northwest system. 
Community College. Although l . .  If elected; Flip Says he has one ~ 
he has never run for an elected : . . . . . . . . .  primary objectwe: to/see the /election becauseshe has found 
position in the pastj he has beeti, morale of ~ School ~ District 88 : - ~  ~: ...... ~ . :  continuod oft page 25. 
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TERRACE --  Gerry Martin and 
Larry Krause, the dynamic pair 
that put Northern Drugs on the 
map as one of the Northwest's 
most successful business enter- 
prises, are co-recipients of the 
Business Executive of the Year 
award sponsored by the Terrace 
and District Chamber of Com- 
merce and the Federal Business 
Development Bank. 
At a banquet . last Thursday 
held in the Inn of the West, the 
two , ~ong with their Wives 
Dawn and  Joyce , were 
simultaneously roasted and 
honored by a panel of local 
businessmen. 
Tom Gingles, Dick Evans and 
John Taylor drew laughter and 
applause with a repertoire o f  
acerbic remarks, but all three 
finished their presentations with 
highest Compliments for the 
pharmacists. Gingles said he 
couldn't recall a single in.stance 
of Martin or Krause refusing to 
get involved in a community 
project. ,'They work harder and 
play harder than any people I 
know," he.concluded." 
Evans stated, "Their con- 
tribution to the community and 
thestrength of their partnership 
is an example of what it takes to 
make things work." 
John Taylor, an advertising 
salesman for CFTK, borrowed a
line from the station's Northern 
Drugs ad, saying, "You always 
do gel ~ the best at Northern 
Drugs." 
• One of the best quips of the 
evening, however, came not 
from a local business executive, 
but a teenager - -  Laura. Huhn, 
D # 
Terraee's buslnbss community gathered last week to honor two of their own: Gerrv Martin and Larry Krause were 
chosen to split the award for Business Executive of the Year. Shown here (left to right), are (seated) roasters Tom 
Gingles, Dick Evans and John Taylor, and (standing) Joyce and Larry Krause, Jack and Hilda Talstra, Dawn Mar- 
tin, Dick and Melissa Sharpies, and Gerry Martin. 
Miss Terrace. "You've been a 
great asset to teenagers," she 
remarked. "You've offered 
them jobs, taught hem all about 
drugs, and sent them on their 
way." 
The honor caps two decades 
in business for 'Mart in and 
Krause, whose friendship goes 
back to their youth in Trail. 
They also attended pharmacy 
school together at UBC, and 
later established the Terrace 
partnership that started Nor- 
thern Drugs. 
At the end of the banquet 






emphasis of our whole success 
--  we've been lucky enough to 
attract good people." Krause 
said, "It's very special to get this 
• kind of recognition from our 
peers." 
The Business Executive of the 
Year award is now in its third 
year. Previous recipients were 
Malcolm Hilcove, franchise 
holder for  the Terrace 
McDonald's restaurant, • and 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
proprietor Bob Wilkinson. 
Criteria .for the awaxfl are 
business growth, business ethics 
and community service. 
Mobi le arthritis 
unit here today 
The Arthritis Society's mobile tre in Vancouver . . . . . . .  
occupational therapy unit will be It provides special aids and. 
at Mills Memorial Hospital, Ter- advice, on a doctor's recom- 
race, B.C., today, mendation, to people who suffer 
The unit, staffed by Hazel from arthritis. 
Mackie and Angela Fairleigh, is For more information, phone 
sent out from the Arthritis Cen- 635-7026 or 635-5024.., 
PUBLIC NOTICE: 
THORNHILL RESIDENTS 
This public notice Is to Inform all concerned persons that the Board 
of the Regional District of Kltlmat-Stlklne at Its regular meeting held 
October 15, 1988, adopted the foilowlng bylaws effective for the 
THORNHILL area. The bylaws are effective from the date of 
adopUon. 
1. THORNHILL NOISE BYLAW, legally described as 
"Regional District of Kltlmat-Stlklne Electoral Area 'E' 
Noise Abatement Bylaw No. 265, 1988". 
This bylaw prohibits the creation of any sound which 
disturbs or tends to disturb the q ulet, peace, rest, 
enjoyment, comfort or convenience of a neighbor- 
hood. 
Exceptions to the bylaw Include: 
a) emergency vehicles, 
((b) construction activities between 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 
p.m. of any day except Sunday, and 
(c) any necessary noise or vibration In land which Is 
zoned "Industrial". 
The bylaw will be enforced by the R.C.M.P. In coopera- 
tion with the Regional District of Kltlmat.Stlklne. 
2. THORNHILL UNTIDY ANO UNSIGHTLY PREMISES BY- 
LAW legally described as "Regional..D!strlc.t.of Kitlmat- 
. Stlklne Electoral Area 'E' Untidy ana unslgnuy Prem- 
Ises Bylaw No. 266, 1988". 
This bylaw prohibits any owner or occupier to allow the 
premises to become untidy or unsightly. If the owner or 
occupier, upon notice, falls to rectify the situation, 
the Regional District may enter upon the property and 
effect the removal of the condition at the expense of 
the owner or occupier; and any outstanding unpaid ex- 
penn will be added to the property tax. 
This bylaw will be enforced by the Bylaw Enforcement 
Officer'of the Regional District of Kltlmat-Stlklne. 
Copies of the bylaws may be obtained from: 
Regional Dleldot of Kltlmst-atlklne :~-, 
300 • 4545 Lazelle Avenue ", 
Terrace, B,C, VaG 4E1 
For fuflher Information call 635-7251, ~t~ettir~so 
Menaka Thak.kar, an internationally 
famous dancer and choreograher, will 
be appearing at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Saturday, Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. 
Thakkar has been performing 
classical Indian dance and a •blend of 
western and Indian dancing for more 
than 30 years. She has worked out of 
Toronto for the past 14 years, with an- 
nual visits to India, and twice received 
awards from the Ontario Arts Council 
for her unique choreography. 
Classical Indian dance is a series of 
improvised movements within a formal 
structure that sometimes conveys a 
StorY line, and is,sometimes pure styliz- 
ed dance emphasizing beauty, grace 
and emotion. 
Tickets are available at Erwin's 
Jewellers' in the Skeena Mall, • 
Thakkar's performance is jointly 
hosted by the Terrace Concert Society 
and the Terrace Multicultural Associa- 
tion. 
Thakkar :will •also be performing in 
local schools - -  E.T. Kenney, Thorn- 
hill Primary, and Uplands - -  on' NoV. 








TERRACE - -  All five Skeena 
riding candidates for the federal 
- election have confirmed they 
will participate in a televised 
debateto be aired Nov. 17 from 
8 p,m. to 9:30 p.m. on CFTK 
television. 
New Democrat incumbent 
Jim Fulton, Ray Haivorson of 
the Progressive Conservatives, 
L iberal  Odd Eidsvik, Tom 
Brophy of the Christ ian 
Heritage Party and Reform Par- 
ty of Canada nominee Don 
Buckland will he allowed open- 
ing comments, •answer a set of 
prearranged questions and be 
given time for rebuttal ~nd clos- 
ing remarks. Moderator for the 
exchange will be Rick Webber, 
news director for Skeena Broad- 
easters. 
The debate will be broadcast 
on stations from the Queen 
Charlotte Islands to Burns lake., 
Reform Party 
Don Buckland, the Vancouver 
resident who is running as the 
Reform Party of Canada can- 
didate in Skee.na, launched .his 
campaign yesterday, arriving in 
Sandspit. Buckland joins the 
other four candidates for an all- 
candidates meeting in Masset o- 
day and will spend Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday in Prince 
Rupert. 
He plans to spend Monday in 
Terrace, Tuesday in Smithers, 
and Wednesday in Terrace. 
Buckland says he is running 
"low-key" campaign because 
he's running for a new party 
with a minimum of support. 
Buckland describes himself as 
a self-employed civil engineer 
who specializes in project con- 
struction $or major industries. 
; , ,  . .  
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Tom Brophy, the Christian 
Heritage Party candidate for 
Skeena, said last weekend that 
he's finding a lot of voter con- 
cern centered around leadership. 
"The major party leaders may 
represent their parties, but those 
parties don't represent the peo- 
ple," he remarked. 
"It's hard to telfthem apart," 
Brophy said. "They all seem to 
be fighting for the same posi- 
tion, slightly left of center." 
The CHP candidate claimed 
that membership in his party is 
increasing at the rate of 1,000 
per month, saying, "At no time 
since the 1930's have there been 
so many dissatisfied voters." 
Last week the CHP released a 
six-point policy proposal on day 
care. It provides for: equal child 
care tax credits for parents who 
use day care and those who care 
for children at home; subsidies 
only for those who demonstrate 
real need; encouragement to 
employers to provide day care 
services for working parents; 
urging churches and volunteer 
agencies to provide programs; 
Tom Brophy - -  Christian Heritage 
• . . "  • 
income tax as a "vehicle for pro- 
gressive taxation". 
Although Tory finance minis- 
ter Michael Wilson claims the 
tax would replace current sys- 
tems and be "revenue neutral", 
Commons Finance Committee 
Chairman Don Blenkairn has 
been quoted as saying the new 
tax scheme could raise as much 
as $10 billion for the govern- 
ment. 
Fulton said those dollars 
Odd E idsv ik -  Liberal 
Eidsvik officially opened• his 
Prince Rupert campaign head- 
quarters Saturday, taking the 
Opportunity to state that Free 
Trade with the Americans will 
put Canadian sovereignty in 
jeopardy; and .the "super sales 
tax" will apply to services that 
are currently tax-exempt and 
"create a paper nightmare for 
small businesses". 
Eidsvik joined the other four 
candidates in travelling to the 
Queen Charlotte Islands for two 
all-candidate meetings early this 
week. He'll be in Terrace this 
coming Monday for the taping 
of a debate by CFTK television 
to be broadcast the following 
week. He'll spend Nov. 8 in 
Smithers and return to Terrace 
the next day to speak to students 
at Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School. On November 10 he'll 
join Ray Perrault for a lunch 
hour meeting in Terrace. The 
topic will be the Free Trade 
Agreement. 
could be put to more intelligent 
use by taxpayers. "Our phil, 
osophy is that consumers can 
decide how to spend their money 
better than the government." 
Fulton spent part of last week 
campaigning in Smithers and the 
Bulkley Valley, then went on to 
Prince Rupert. He attended all- 
candidate meetings on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands yester- 
day. 
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counselling for couples experien- 
cing family breakdown;• and 
holding spouses who desert heir 
famil ies responsible for 
maintenance. 
Last week Brophy spoke to a 
church group in Terrace, held a 
coffee party and took part in- 
radio and television interviews. 
Early this week he was in the 
western part of the riding to at- 
tend all-candidate meetings on 
the Queen Charlotte Islands and 
in Prince Rupert. 
City's appearance, lower taxes set as priorities 
TERRACE - -  A weekend 
"Think Tank" attended by the 
mayor, city aldermen, and 
representatives of the Chamber 
of Commerce as well as local 
educators produced no major 
recommendations, but they did 
come up with some interesting 
ideas. 
According to Mayor Jack 
Talstra, the basis for discussion 
was growth. He says everyone 
agreed with the fact that growth 
in the Terrace area is inevitable, 
but just how to best predict and 
cope with that growth was not 
quite so clear. He explains that 
the type of growth, how fast it 
happens and just where it hap- 
pens are all prime considera- 
tions. 
It was agreed, however, that 
growth within city limits had to 
be controlled and that topic in- 
troduced some main areas of 
concern. The development of 
the tourism industry, industrial 
development, social services and 
maintaining existing municipal 
services were all discussed, but 
the one that Talstra says produc- 
ed the most interest was our 
community image. 
Talstra explained that a 
cleaner, more attractive city 
creates a better image in the 
minds of potential developers. 
He said thatsome of the points 
that came out in the discussion 
were the need for a city,wide 
cleanup, reducing the number of 
litter-collecting vacant lots, and 
the need for more sidewalks and 
underground wiring. 
He says that one final topic 
which came as a surprise to him 
but could help to create growth 
within the city's boundaries was 
a total review of all bylaws, 
regulations and policies: a need 
was identified to cut red tape 
and make it easier for both peo- 
ple and industry to locate in Ter- 
race. 
Talstra says some of the 
changes that could come about 
as a result of 'a such a review 
were: more compatible zoning, 
faster and easier licensing and 
inspection and easier develop' 
ment for home-based business- 
es. He added that a new planner, 
when hired by the city, would 
"probably" be spending a great 
deal of time on just such a 
review. 
The bottom line, he says, is 
lower taxes. He explains that 
Terrace is one of the higher- 
taxed communities in the pro- 
vince but the right kind of 
growth could change that. The 
question facing the politician to- 
day, however, is how to lower 
taxes and still maintain our pre- 
sent quality of life. - 
New radio program begins 
The Northwest region's East 
Indian community will have its 
own radio show beginning this 
weekend. 
"Guldasta", meaning bunch 
of flowers, will go .on the air for 
the first time Saturday, Nov. 5 
at 9:05 a,m. on CJFW FM, and 
will be heard weekly afterward 
in the same time slot. The pro- 
gram's host will be Ikwinder 
Singh, and elements of the show 
are to  include Hindi, Punjabi 
and Urdu songs as well as 
dramas and discussion features, 
J im Fulton, the incumbent 
MP for Skeena nd New Demo- 
cratic Party candidate, said last 
week one of the primary con- 
ceres on the minds of voters he's 
been meeting is the Progressive 
Conservative plan for a new na- 
tional sales tax. 
Although details of the tax 
scheme are sketchy, Fulton 
described the value-added type 
of sales tax as "very regressive" 
and says the NDP prefers to use 
heavily weighted in favor of the 
New Democratic Party, the Kit- 
wancool Band cited the fact that 
• they have worked with Halvor- 
son for 20 years in the local log- 
ging industry and found him to 
be "a good honest hard working 
man.., true to his word". 
Another eason given for their 
support is that they expect the 
Toxies to form another majority 
government. In a public state- 
ment the band said, "This 
means we will have someone in- 
- New Democrat 
In the wake o f  televised 
debates last week among the 
three natonal political leaders, 
two back-to-back public opinion 
polls have shown the Liberals 
catching and then surpassing the 
Progressive Conservatives in 
voter commitment. Skeena 
Liberal candidate Odd Eidsvik 
has been moving around the 
riding for the past week em- 
phasizing the party's anti-Free 
Trade stance and criticizing the 
Tories' proposal for a new na- 
tional sales tax. 
On October 28 the Kitwancool 
Band Council annnounced it will 
support Skeena Progressive 
Conservative candidate Ray 
Halvorson in the coming federal 
election. 
Halvorson, a long-time resi- 
dent of Kitwanga, said he is 
looking forward to working in 
government to assist in solving 
the the outstanding issue of land 
claims in B.C. 
Althoug h :the native vote in 
the Skeena riding is normally 
Jim Fulton 
side the government rather than 
opposition, and access to change 
policies for the betterment of 
our people...". 
Halvorson was in Kitimat last 
Thursday, where he met with 
Kitimat city council, that even- 
ing he returned to Terrace, 
where he met with first-time 
voters in the 18-21. year age 
group. He spent part of Friday 
and all day Saturday in 
Smithers, opening his campaign 
headquarters.. 
Ray Halvorson - -  Conservative 
Hallowe'en • , . . . .  ¢ ;~  ~, ,  ,a  
/ ; 
hijinks 
no worse t 
than usual, 
police say 
TERRACE - -  Local RCMP 
report hat Hallowe'en ight, an 
evening notorious for mayhem 
and one of the year's biggest 
headaches for law enforcement 
peolile, could have been worse. 
Staff Sergeant Len Woods 
stated yesterday that three. 
young offenders were arrested 
after a rash of window-breaking 
on Lakelse Ave. Woods ~aid_the 
police believe the trio stole three 
fire extinguishers from the Ter- 
race Esso, following which they 
broke windows in at least three 
business establishments. 
, • , :  , 
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The fo l lowing morn ing  
broken glass was discovered at 
Wilkinson Business Machines, 
Northwest Sportsman, All 
Seasons Sporting Goods and the 
Electrolux dealer. Total damage 
is being estimated at around 
$4,000. 
A report from a youth who 
was out on the street during the 
annual costume party indicates 
• that egg-throwing was the activi- 
ty of choice, with numerous 
vehicles and a couple of local 
business establ ishments 'being 
shellacked. One temerous young 
man acting solo got thrashed by 
an angry carload of peers in a 
vacant lot on Greig Ave. after 
bombarding their vehicle. 
In an apparently futile at- 
tempt to get people off the 
streets early, the Bank of Mon- 
treal and the Tillicum Twin 
Theatres both cranked their 
clocks ahead two hours. 
One youth was observed run- 
ning down the center line of 
Lakelse Ave. discharging a fire 
extinguisher. 
The Terrace Fire Department 
reported two trash container 
fires, attributed to roving van- 
dais. 
It could have been worse. 
Fish to go 
RCMP arrested two' local 
residents Oct. 28 when they were 
discovered in the store room of 
the Quarter Deck restaurant 
after business hours. The two 
were charged with break and 
enter and will appear in court on 
an unspecified ate. 
Bombs away 
... sort of 
A reported bomb threat 
brought local police to the 
Terrace-Kitimat irport Oct. 30. 
They discovered an elderly 
passenger on a Canadian Air- 
lines International flight, who, it 
was later determined, had refer- 
red to his oxygen bottle as "a 
potential bomb" when located 
in the proximity of smokers, 
No charges were laid. The of- 
ficial statement described the 
passenger's complaint as being 
"a poor choice of words", 
Canadian National Railway maintenance workers were handed a rather u nusual task Friday after a low-bed truck 
and trailer unit turned off Highway 16 at the Kenney St. crossing and sheared off a signal light. "He seriously mis- 
judged the corner," one repairman remarked. "What we needhere is shorter trucks or wider corners." 
Vandal ism up 
- -  and down 
After being replaced only four 
weeks ago, one of the windows 
in the bus shelter located at 
Northwest Community College 
has already been broken. 
School District 88 has also 
been experiencing some van- 
dalism, and according to 
Maintenance Supervisor Lother 
Heller, vandalism at local 
schools is getting worse. He calls 
the situation " jus t  plain 
hooliganism". Two windows 
valued at about $250 each were 
kicked out early Monday morn- 
ing at Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary School, while a week earlier 
three windows were broken at 
Skeena Junior  Secondary. 
About two weeks ago, Uplands 
Elementary was the target when 
two windows were broken. 
According to RCMP Staff 
Sergeant Len Woods, there.has 
been a "substantial increase" in 
the number of reported incidents 
of property damage under 
$1,000 --  43.2 incidents this year, 
compared to only 272 in 1987. 
At the same time however, he 
notes that the number of in- 
cidents of damage over $1,000 
has dropped to 12 this year from 
36 in 1987. 
uecause of the increase, 
Woods says, the public is 
becoming more/~ware and also 
more concerned with the situa- 
tion. He says that residents 
reporting vandalism can remain 
anonymous and are eligible for a 
$500 reward from the School. 
District or a $1,000 reward from 
the city if their information 
leads to the apprehension and 
• conviction of the vandals. 
Woods adds that the legal 
system is also concerned and 
becoming less tolerant. He says 
that judges may start imposing 
jail terms in cases of vandalism 
and these two factors combined 
may serve to reverse the current 
trend and reduce the cost of 
crime, : : - ,  ~ .  
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DEMOCRATS 
PUTTING SK ENA FIRST. 
• Jim Fulton has the experience of 9 years representing and 
fighting forth• interests of Skeena. 
• When the Mulroney Conservatives caved in on the softwood 
lumber tariffs, Jim Fulton spoke out in defense of Skeena's 
forest industry. 
• Jim Fulton went to bat for Skeena and got federal money for 
our highways. 
• Jim Fulton saved tributaries of the Skeena River from being 
dammed. 
• South Moresby was saved for future generations by Jim 
Fulton's bill in Parliament. 
• Jim Fulton has been front and centre on land claims issues. 
He supports negotiations - -  not costly court imposed 
settlements. 
• Fulton •worked hard to save.Skeena's C.B.C: station - -  
Conservatwes tried to take =t away by cutt!ng C.B.C.'s. 
,budget. 
• Jim Fulton works for all of us. Let's keep it that way! 
Authorized by: Croft Randleo Official agent for Jim Fulton, N.D.P. 
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,:i I::iCNR. lhilosoph,cal about po sible co 
A recent report out of Van- 
couver indicates that the 
familiar rumble of fast-moving 
coal trains through Terrace 
could soon become a thing of 
the past. Paul Kostuik, president 
of Quintette Coal Ltd,, says the 
gigantic oal operation in north- 
eastern B.C. will close if its 
Japanese customers are suc- 
cessful in a current dispute over 
contract prices, dispute is being c6nsidered by a CN undertook a major up- 
Quintette's entire production three-person arbitration panel in :grading of its north line. His 
flows through Terrace byrail on Vancouver. reaction to the possibility ot 
its way to the port of Prince Mining analysts estimate 
Rupert, where it's loaded on Quintette's urvival margin at 
freighters and taken to Japan $75 per ton. 
for use in steel mills. Due to a Canadian National Railway 
fall ~ in the world price of coal,: public affairs officer AI Menard 
the Japanese areattempting to said the rail traffic volume 
have the price of Quintette coal created by the northeast coal 
cut from $96 to $58 a ton. The projects was the primary reason 
Quintette's closure was philo- 
sophical: "We've already done 
all the upgrading." 
Menard added, however, •that 
he considers the closure• a rather 
remote chance. "I think both 
sides are doing a bit of postur- 
ing," he said. 
Despite some past problems 
with their operations, Menard :: 
noted, Quintette has consistently 
shipped the volume of coal 'in 
their original contract. "From 
CN's point of view, they're a 
wonderful customer." 
The coal trains account for 
about one-third of the rail traf- 
fic going through Terrace. Most 
of the remainder is taken up by 
grain arid forest products. 
i 
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B.C. Nissan Dealers Q 
Shock Competition with 1989 Launch! 
NISSAN 240SX -"...the 240SX is balanced and fun to drive in a fashion only rear-wheel- 
driven cars provide." 
ROAD & TRACK MAGAZINE, September 1988 
NISSAN TRUCKS 
NISSAN SENTRA FOR '89-new 90 HP, 12-valve, 
1.6 litre engine. 
1989 NISSAN SENT  
Practicality with Pizazz! 
Economical? Yes. Plain? Never! 
The Nissan Sentras for '89 at B.C. 
Nissan Dealers are perfect examples 
of hardworking, versatile family cars 
that still offer handsome looks and 
fun-to-drive •features. As optional 
feature~,, the '89 Sentra Wagon offers 
full-time four wheel drive capability 
and automatic transmission. 
Choose the Sentra Coupe, 2 or 4 
door Sedan, or Wagon and get a per- 
fect family vehicle with style to spare! 
The excitement of the 1989 introduction at 
B.C. Nissan Dealers also extends to dependable 
Nissan trucks. 
The 1989 lineup is strong, with a superb 
selection of models. Buyers can again choose 
from a variety of Nissan Hardbody trucks 
including 4 x 4's, King Cabs and  standard 
trucks. The lowest priced pick-up in Canada. 
Nissan offers V6 power in more pick-ups than 
anY other import. 
Dealers also expect strong buyer response 
to the 1989 Nissan Pathfinder, as this crowd 
favourite builds on its fame as "4 x 4 of The Year" 
for 1989, in Canada, Australia, and the U.S. 
Awards are nothing new to Nissan trucks. 
Over the past three years, Nissan Pathfinder 
and Nissan Hardbody trucks have won a total 
of 7 international awards recognizing excel- 
lence in design and performance. 
The Nissan 240SX-it's a lot of 
sports car but you can handle it. 
B.C. Nissan Dealers have unleashed their assault on new sales 
records by unveiling two completely new models for 1989, plus a 
score of technical innovations. 
Leading the way is Nissan's stunning 240SX-available both as a 
Coupe and as a Fastback. The new 240SX is one of the most stylish 
being offered to new car buyers. Respected automotive reporter, 
Tony Whitney, says: "1 rate it the prettiest car in (its) class...even 
better-looking than Honda's Prelude coupe..". 
The sleek new Nissan 240SX is completely new from the ground 
up, and loaded with impressive standard equipment. From bumper 
to bumper, the accent is on performance, comfort and convenience 
throughout. Here's just a partial list of standard features: 
1989 NISSAN 240SX STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
• 5-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION 
• 4-WHEEL POWER ASSISTED DISC BRAKES 
• 2.4L, 12 VALVE, 4 CYL. ENGINE* 
• TACHOMETER 
• FRONT & REAR SEAT BELTS WITH CHILD 
RESTRAINT ANCHORS 
• ELECTRICAL & FLUID LEVEL WARNING LIGHTS 
• HIGHMOUNT REAR STOP LIGHT 
• AM/FM STEREO CASSET'FE WITH DOLBY/4 
SPEAKERS • " ; 
• STEEL WHEELS WITH FULL COVERS 
• STEEL BELTED RADIAL TIRES.. 
• FRONT & REAR MUD GUARDS 
• DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS 
• RETRACTABLE HEADLAMPS ~ 
• DIGITAL CLOCK 
" DUAL DOOR MIRRORS 
• LooP-PILE CARPETING 
Also available as an option is Ntssan's revolu- 
tionary"Head Up" dashboard display. This amazing 
feature projects the speedometer eadout onto a 
specially treated patch of windshield. This lets the 
driver check the speed without aking eyes off the 
road- a proven breakthrough in safety. 
The biggest 240SX surprise of all is the price. 
B.C. Nissan Dealers are now offering this exciting 
new model from under $18,0001 
NISSAN 240SX-AVAILABLE FOR TEST DRIVES 
NOW AT ALL B.C. NISSAN DEALERS. 
Eng ine  
( l i tres) 
HP 
"NISSAN TOYOTA HONDA 
240SX CELICA PRELUDE SI 
2.4 2.0 2.0 
140 135 135 
r , 
• 7•  . 
: .,~ • ••  .7•  .H  • ' r  





YOUR B.C. NISSAN DEALER 
NORTHERN NISSAN 
4425 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635;6174 
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Armchair critics 
avoid involvement 
Sponsorship by either the city or the Chamber of 
Commerce. Is this a cry for help from a frustrated 
and overworked Riverboat Days Committee? Or is it 
simply a statement of fact that Riverboat Days is truly 
a community event, and there should be more involve- 
ment by everyone in the area? 
Since this Riverboat Days began, it has been 
organized and coordinated by a handful of dedicated 
residents who are expected to please everyone in the 
area, including hundreds of summer tourists, with an 
event of major proportions. But every year, there are 
judgements and criticisms from local "spectators" 
who never become involved. 
The ultimat responsibility for organizing and pro- 
ducing each event, however, rests with the individual 
sponsoring roup or club. A poorly organized event, 
or as was the case this year with some events - -  no 
event at all - -  is a problem which runs much deeper in 
our community's collective will and spirit than the 
committee can be held responsible for. 
This then, may be the motivation behind the com- 
mittee's writing a letter to Mayor Jack Talstra. River- 
boat Days has become a part of our community and 
should be organized by paid employees, working for 
the community, who have the backing, funding - -  and 
most importantly, the time --  necessary to put on an 
event which is truly a "community event". One which 
everyone can feel a part of. One where every resident 
is a proud "superhost" to the hundreds of tourists 
who drive hundreds of miles just to witness the 
celebration. 
After receiving the committee's letter, council decid- 
ed they should sit down with representatives of the 
Chamber of Commerce and committee to see "just 
what their problem is". But before the Riverboat Days 
Committee starts to applaud any support, they will 
have to remember that this is only a Committee of the 
Whole meeting and no real indication of any action. 
In the meantime, they will have to operate as 
before: trying to organize local clubs and groups, as 
they have already begun to do, waiting for their 
response, which all too often will be at the last minute 
- -  then take the heat from a few critical "spectators" 
who could always have done it better but never seem 
to give it a try. 
PAIO 
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Terrace 
Established May 1, 1985 
The Terrace Review Is published 
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Can the government learn? 
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, by Janet Lennox 
• (f A Revww The, essay by Caledonia 
• Senior Secondary School stu- 
dent Janet Lennox received third 
All material appearing In the Terrace Review Is prize in the Terrace Review's re- 
protected under Canadian copyright Reglstra. cent editorial essay contest. 
lion No. 362775 and cannot legally be repro- 
duced for any reason without permission of the 
0u,..,., Women and Errors and omissions. Advertising Is accepted on the condit ion that in the event of typographical error, that portion of the advertls- 
Ing space occupied by the erroneous Item will 
not be charged for, but the balance of the adver. 
,.semenl will be paid for at the applicable rate. Letter 
Advertisers must assume responsibility for er- 
rors In any classified ad which Is supplied Is the 
Terrace Review In handwritten form. To the r.;on-":or; 
In compliance with the B.G. Human Rights Act, 
no advertisement will be published which 
'discriminates against a person due to ago, race, 
religion, color, sex, nationality, ancestry or place 
of origin. 
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One yur  eubec~ma:  
In Canada $24.00 
Out of Canada $60.00 
8enlor8 In Terrace and Dlstdot $12.00 
Seniors out of Terrace and District $1S.00 
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"' Letters to the editor Will beconsidered for publication only when signed. 
Please in©ludo your telephone humber. 
The editor reserves, the tight :t0 condense  and edit letters. Op in ions  
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Ellen Woodsworth of the 
Women's Economic Agenda 
based in Vancouver spoke in 
Terrace on October 39th and 
30th regarding the impact of free 
trade, the Meech Lake Accord 
and privatization on the women 
of Canada. 
Many of us attending the 
workshop were familiar with the 
words but not the economic and 
political concepts which these 
policies represent. By the end of 
the Workshop, we all understood 
more or less that free trade, 
priVatization and the Meech 
Lake Accord are three strategies 
whlchundermine the nature of 
Why can't the Royal Com- 
mission on Education educate 
the provincial government7 In
their recently released report, A 
Legacy for Learners, the Royal 
Commission recommended that 
the weight of Grade Twelve ex- 
aminations be decreased from 
fifty to thirty percent of a stu- 
dent's overall mark. The pro- 
vincial government, however, 
has decided to postpone the im- 
plementation of the commis- 
sion's recommendations citing 
the time it takes for adjustment 
as an excuse. 
The ramifications of this 
decision are very serious. As it 
stands now, the present Grade 
Twelves must live with the old 
regulations that the commission 
has already decided are unjust. 
grade. 
For example, is it fair that 
on the •French final exam the 
oral component.of the language 
is completely ignored? Oral 
skill~ are extremely important 
in any language and yet the ex- 
am overlooks this essential 
component. Obviously the.ex- 
am is not a fair method of 
evaluating the material which is 
covered in the classroom~ 
The same problem exists for 
students who are taking 
physical sciences uch as 
.chemistry or biology. Lab work 
counts for a substantial portion 
of a studeht's mark in class, 
but in an exam situation these 
practical skills are ignored. 
How can an exam that 
overlooks this important ale- 
According to the commis- 
sion, final exams "canna hope 
to evaluate all the objectives: of 
acoUrse". They have: also ex- 
pressed concern that since final 
exams are one-shotaffairs and 
ment of the course be worth so 
much? 
For  these reasons, it is im- 
perative the provincial govern- 
ment act quickly, The report 
on education has been issued 
are so restrictive, they're not as . and •flaws in the system have , , 
effective or useful as other been found. It is the govern- 
methods of evaluation. Yet it is ment's responsibility to ira- 
these same examinations which prove the education system, not 
account for one-half of a to hinder these much.needed 
Grade Twelve student's final changes. 
the e ade Agre t Fre Tr emen 
Canadian society to ,permit and politicalcontrolofCanada. 
Unrestramed money-making at In this Free Trade Agreement, 
the expense of the working peo- we have given GATT the right to 
pie. 
What protects working people 
are universal social programs: 
Unemployment Insurance, Can- 
ada Pension Plan, Workers 
Compensation, medicare, etc. 
The Meech Lake Accord shifts 
power from the federal govern- 
ment to the provinces which 
makes it possible for provinces 
to spend the tax dollars collected 
federally in different ways. One 
province may choose to r opt out 
of a: federal universal :wogram 
- -  before Meech .Lake, it could 
not.  
Free Trade is less about trade 
than: it ~is::about the  economic 
determine what in Canadian 
society and economic system is a 
subsidy. Subsidies are those 
things which assist Canadian 
business in the production of 
goods. Americans •consider 
medicare to be a subsidy, as is 
Unemployment Insurance con- 
sidered a subsidy - -  because it 
make the production of goods 
cheaper. 
The Canadian "economy is 
• considered international!y to be 
quite: successful, while: ~the' ""
economy o f  the U.S. is con- 
sidered to  be in decline. ~Ms. .  
Woodsworth: eloquently, con-~ 
. . :...continued on page 5 
e._ 
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Did the televised 
debate of the national 
political leaders clarify 
any of the election 
issues for you? 
Dean Moore 
When the free trade 
Issue was discussed, they 
argued about the deal 
Itself, but didn't put forth 
any of the finer points. 
Lawrence McKay 
Some, yes, although we 
don't really know all 
what's involved. 
Fred Statham 
Yes, that all three par- 





To the Editor; 
A thank you from the Terr/tce 
Branch of the Arthritis Society 
• and from the center in Van- 
couver to each and every person 
in this area who supported 
September's "ArthritisMonth" 
with donations, and to the many 
canvassers who so willingly gave 
their time to assist in a successful 
campaign raising $6,230.00. 
Thanks -  we do appreciate 
your efforts. 
Terrace Branch of the Arthritis 
Society of B.C. & Yukon 
Museum closed for 
winter break 
L 
To the Editor, mostly donated by members. A
The Meanshinisht Village painting of one of our famous 
Historical Association Museum buildings was  donated by a 
in Cedarvale, B.C., is now Kitimatartist. 
closed for this year. We are always looking for 
We would like to take this op- items of Historical value if 
portunity to thank all visitors anyone has anything of interest 
that came from all over the and would like to  have it 
world to see our display, displayed at this Museum, 
• We Have collected several : ~ 
items that are 100 years old, , 
: ' . 
M.G. Dalen, 
Cedarvale, B,C, , ,.~ 
[ .  " . 
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Spare the malarky 
To the Editor; 
HOW humane are we after all? 
The whales grab the head lines 
again. Free at last. Thank God. I 
could not have handled it much 
longer without having to tune 
out completely from this society 
of ours. 
Radio, TV and newspapers 
considered this event to  be 
HEADLINE NEWS. Mr. Rea- 
gan thought it worthy a phone 
call of appreciation and en- 
couragement to the people in- 
volved in the rescue. And was 
that not great, the Russians 
showed us how humane they are 
in helping free the whales that 
will be part of the 200 whales 
they kill every year to be used as 
mink food. 
Have we gone insane or are we 
completely lost as a human 
Free  Trade  - -  
continued from page 4 
vinced those of us in attendance 
that to link ourselves to a "fall- 
ing s tar"  is absurd and 
dangerous at a time when our in- 
ternational trade potential with 
the Pacific Rim nations is open- 
ing up. In exchange for Free 
Trade affecting 20 percent of 
our trade with the U.S. we are 
giving up our independence and 
all those things which make 
Canada a health~ society. 
Maureen Bostock 
• .... ~ ~,  Terrace Women's 
• , Resource Centre 
species? 
Around $2 million was spent  
in this rescue, surely we could 
have found a better way of 
spending that money. Where is 
that money when needed for 
human lives? Surely the media 
can find something more worth 
while to inform the world about. 
Please spare me this kind of 
malarky and hypocrisy in the 
future. After all, we are supposed 
to be the most intelligent species 
on this earth. 
) Bibbi Dozzi, 
Terrace, B.C.. 
I]] ] ] I I 
Mutual  Group 
terms less stringent han those 
applying to Canadian banks and 
to operate more freely than 
other foreign banks; 
9. The huge agricultural sec- 
tion of the Agreement basically 
provides 20 years for un- 
competitive Canadian fruit and 
vegetable producers to get out of 
business. The Wheat Board and 
other Marketing Boards are 
threatened by unrestricted U.S. 
competition. 
10. Over the next 5-7 years 
Canada and the U.S. will 
negotiate a "harmonization" of
all laws affecting trade so that 
the dispute panel will no longer 
be needed - -  this will involve a 
review of hidden subsidies (like 
medical coverage, unemploy- 
ment and welfare benefits, etc.). 
11. The Canadian enabling 
legislation was designed to make 
all Canadian law subservient to 
the terms of the Agreement. The 
similar U.S. stand is that all 
U.S. trade laws remain intact 
and prevail over the Agreement 
in case of conflict. 
In essence, this is not a free 
Wade agreement; i  is an economic 
union. Canada has consistently 
supported worldwide free trade. 
This Agreement will force us to 
discriminate against other coun- 
tries in favor of the U.S. Tied tO 
.a  coantry ten times our size, 
Canada will become increasingly 
dependent on the U.S.A. as a 
natural resource market, an in- 
vestment source, and as a pro- 
vider of foodproducts. Labor 
and' social legislation will in- 
creasingly be subject to 
American interpretation and 
philosophy and, above all, trade 
movements and financial inter- 
course will cease its nationally 
v i ta least -west  pattern and 
become increasingly north-south 
• between Canadian provinces 
and the adjacent U.S. states. 
The Agreement is a distinct 
threat to Canadian sovereignty 
and in consummating such a 
deal without open discussion 
with the Canadian people, I 
believe the Tory government is
guilty of treason. Perhaps, loyal 
Canadians should fly the na- 
tional flag upside-down (as a 
signal of distress) unt i l  the 
Agreement is defeated. 
Harold G. Brandreth 
Halfmoon Bay, ,B.C. 
since 1868 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
635-2387 or drop by: 
Mon. to Sat. 9:30 to 6:00 
Fri. til 9:00 
Frank Donahue I 
We Provide an overview of Financial Needs: 
Net Worth , Financial Goals  
~r Estate .k Disabi l i ty Needs 
~- Ret i rement  ~r Tax Planning 
~r Cash Flow * Obiectives~. 
Fee: $35. Estate Plans and Financial Blueprints from $85. 
We Offer  compet i t ive financial Instruments 
* .Life Insurance --- 
* Disability 
¢r Deposits 
~r Tax Plans n 
~. Group Benefits 
Investment Funds -- 
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Term & Cash Accumulation 
• GeneraL& Designed Plans 
30 day through 5 years 
Pension 8 Education 
Dental; Health & RRSP 
Diversifund & Stock• 
TO the Editor; 
As a. recently-returned west 
coast native who has spent most 
of  the l as t -28  years in 
Wash ington ,  D.C. a~ a World 
Bank economist, I am attemp- 
ting to come to grips with Cana- 
dian politics and, in particular, 
the so-called Free Trade Agree- 
ment with the U.S. I am as- 
tounded at how little "hard"  in- 
formation is available and how 
few of my neighbors and ac- 
quaintances have seen the docu- 
ment, much less read it - -  but it 
is hard to obtain and extremely 
difficult o understand. I submit 
here a thumbnail summary of 
the Agreement which you may 
wish to share with your readers: 
1. Subject o many individual 
variations and exceptions, bar- 
riers to commodity movements 
are to be abolished over a ten 
year period. This affects about 
20 percent of trade, since 80 per- 
cent already moves duty-free; 
2. The U.S. will retain the 
right to apply duties arid restric- 
tions wherever it feels the goods 
are unfairly subsidized or sup- 
ported, or are being sold below 
cost - -  so there are no automatic 
safeguards for Canada against 
U.S. protectionist action; 
3. Canada can appeal to a 
joifit bi-national panel against 
unjustified action by the U.S. In 
doing so, Canada forfeits the 
right to appeal to the more in- 
fluential worldwide GATT 
organization. The panel cannot 
enforce its decisions. Canada 
can only retaliate or abrogate 
the Agreement. 
4. Canada agrees to share its 
natural resources, including 
water, with the U.S., to provide 
a fixed proportion of these and 
sell them to the U.S, at Cana- 
dian domestic prices. In the case 
of energy, Canada must always 
share its total output with the 
U.S. regardless of the adequacy 
of its reserves and can never 
charge more than it charges 
Canadians; 
5. The U.S. is not obliged to 
buy Canadian energy - -  it can 
buy its supplies wherever the 
price is lowest; 
6. Canadian and U.S. firms 
can locate in either country to 
their best advantage, and receive 
national treatment ( i .e .U.S .  
firms would be treated as if tfiey 
were Canadian). Canada cannot 
restrict, screen or •impose any 
condition on U.S. firms buying 
Canadian firms, entering the 
Canadian market or taking out 
profits on Canadian operations. 
This includes nearly all forms of 
banking, finance, brokerage, in- 
surance, manufacturing, buy- 
ing, selling, and running such 
services as hospitals, educational 
services, health services, etc. 
7. U.S. firms can bring in 
U.S. citizens to run their firms 
or provide specialized services a
temporary , ,  but indefinite, 
period. These include, among 
others, accountants, engineers, 
scientists, architects, lawyers, 
economists, physicians, dentists, 
psychologists, teachers, nurses, 
veterinarians,.• social •workers, 
journalists, librarians, etc. 
8. U.S. banks are enabled to 
enter business in Canada under 
one,man's view of Free Trade 
tO the Editor : , . .  , 




Co rn men tary - -  by Stephanlo Wlebe 
Whoever quipped "Insanity is 
hereditary -- you get it from 
your kids", may have suggested 
a valid theory. I have no con- 
crete proof,, but circumstantial 
evidence supports this concept. 
The evidence: me. 
I used to be an intelligent per- 
son. After a good education, 
I've read Tolstoy's War and 
Peace, could carry my weight in 
"Trivial Pursuit", and conquer 
a crossword puzzle. But now all 
that has changed, because I have 
children. 
One morning, I was startled 
awake by the pounding of a 
plastic hammer against my 
forehead. A though formed: 
millions of people don't begin 
their day like this. I stumbled 
out of the bedroom to notice a 
two-year-old wringing out her 
socks in the toilet bowl, and 
thought, millions of people 
don't live with this, either~ 
Without expe~:iencing it, 
nobody could know how the 
human brain is affected by the 
incessant sing-song voice of a 
six-year-old, chattering for two 
hours non-stop. Or the stress in. 
flicted by a toddler hanging onto 
one's leg (like a dog in heat) as 
they try to walk like a normal 
adult. I 'm gradually recovering 
now, but I remember one par- 
ticular day when my brain 
shrank to the size of a hamster's. 
It happened in the grocery 
store. Quite often I'd see calm, 
wellTgroomed women without 
¢hildrem" They always eemed to 
be buying steak and diet Coke, 
while I carried Froot Loops and 
ketchup-flavored potato chips. 
As I calculated the best buys, 





Forests Minister Dave Parker 
has extended the deadline for 
public comments on the propos- 
ed pol icy for managing 
wilderness in provincial forests. 
The new deadl ine is 
November 15. The old deadline 
had been September 30. 
Last year the British Colum- 
bia Foi'est Service was given 
responsibility, under the Forest 
Act, for wilderness management 
in provincial forests: The pro- 
posed policy, distributed earlier 
this year, outlines how the 
Forest Service intends to manage 
designated wilderness areas. 
After receiving input from the 
public, agencies and licensed 
resource users, the Forest Ser- 
vice will finalize its policy. 
Copies of the paper are 
available at the Kalum Forest 
DistriCt office. Comments on 
the paper should be sent to the 
Recreation Section, B.C. Forest 
Service, 1450 Government 
Street, Victoria, V8W 3E7. 
cart, whining "Let me drive it!" 
while the other one wondered 
aloud why we couldn't have 
frozen Eggo's for supper every 
night. By the time we reached 
the next aisle, I couldn't recall if 
we like long grain rice or short 
grain. My I.Q. was slipping. 
The meat aisle was fun. Two- 
year-olds love to poke fingers in- 
to the soft red packages. A six- 
year-old's fingers have been bet- 
ter trained, but their inquisitive 
minds haven't. "Mom, what do 
they do with all the blood and 
bones from this meat? Where's 
the skin? Where does 'rump 
roast' come from?" I suddenly 
considered vegetarianism as a 
new lifestyle. 
Bulk Foods was an adventure 
in maintaining control. The six- 
year-old opened the cornstarch 
bin just as the two-year-old had 
to  sneeze. With visions of 
'Typhoid Mary' headlines, I
quickly walked away. 
',Trying to actually 
think,., had finally 
taken its t011;" 
Last week was a series of somber autumn days in Terrace, with damp leaves mattedon 
still-green grass. Over the weekend, however, a foretaste of-winter arrived as sleet and 
strong winds stripped most of the remaining foliage from these maples and other leafy 
trees that line many of our city's streets. 
Hospital Auxi l iary is there to help 
Contributed by 
Avellne McConnell 
The Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary has been in existence 
in Terrace for over 45 years with 
many volunteers working on 
fund raising as well as helping to 
make the patients' hospital stay 
more comfortable. 
Over the past year our mem- 
I 
When wefinallyarrived at the'. berg have put in over 6,000 
checkout, the youngest had Volunteer hours and have raised 
sary is given every year to a high 
school student entering educa- 
tion in the health care field. 
Consulting with the hospital 
administration, the Auxiliary 
purchases various articles for the 
hospital. Some of these in the 
past year have been a 
defibrillator ($9,561), neuro- 
muscular stimulator ($1,044), 
and infusion pump ($3,721). 
The most recent purchase has 
price of $1,200 each. 
The major fund raising pro- 
jects are the Hospital• Gift ShoP, 
vending machine, the Thrift 
Shop (selling used clothing' and 
household articles) and an infant 
car seat rental program. 
There are various other ac- 
tivities we could be involved in if ' : 
we-had more members. If you 
are interested in becoming a 
member, please give a call to 
opened the FrootLoops and the approximately $18,000. A bur- 
oldest was fingering gum 
packages placed at her eye level, 
and had to go to the bathroom 
"right now". The woman ahead 
of us with a calm face, and ex- 
pensive "dry clean only" dress, 
(and obviously .no wild bar- 
barian children), glanced our 
way and smiled condescending- 
ly. I knew that, she knew which 
grain of rice to buy; and .she 
knew that I couldn't possibly 
know anymore. It showed. 
She wore earrings and per, 
fume. and I coaldn't even floss 
that morning because the two- 
year-old had used all the dental 
floss to tie up the cat. 
The groceries were rung up, 
and I tried to keep an eye on the 
sale prices, while the oldest 
recited the plot of a television 
show and the youngest wiped 
her nose on my pants. My brain 
was literally shrinking now. 
Trying to actually think amid 
the constant nattering, whining 
and inane dialogue had finally 
taken its toll. I could barely 
write out the cheque. I 
remembered a friend who, when 
flustered at the checkout with 
her crying infant, cranky tod- 
dler, and chattering four-year- 
old, smiled weakly at the cashier 
and said, "I have a degree, you 
know." 
We clambered off to the car, 
loaded it up with kids and 
groceries, and drove away. The 
two-year-old fell asleep, her 
chubby face drooping to one 
side. The six-year-old was 
blessedly quiet, except for, 
"Mommy?". 
Sigh. "Yes." 
"I love you." 
Ah, who needs intellect 
anyway? 
been four hi-lo hospital beds at a 635-5650 or 635-3928. 
Notes for November 


















Nov.  22: 
Nov. 23: 
Nov. 24: 
Nov .  25 
. .... ~.,:, ......... ,,-: Nov, 30 
' :  
Birth of theexplorer, Vilhjalmur Stefansson (1879) . . . . .  . ! i 
Psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reichdies in U.S. prison (1957). ' , :: 
First canine cosmonaut (Lalka) launched by USSR on Sputnik 2 (19 
Birth of the sculptor, Auguste Rodin (1840). 
American inventor, Mr. Gatling, patents his rapid fire machine gu 
Birth of the humorist and "common-tater", Will Rogers (1879). 
Murder at sea of filmmaker Thomas Ince, survived by W.R. Hear 
GUY FAWKES DAY, England (1005). 
Socialist Eugene Debs pull 6 percent of U.S. votes (1912). 
Birth of the physicist, Marie Curie (1867). 
Birth of the author, Albert Camus (1913). 
INDEPENDENCE DAY, USSR (1917) - -  (EVENT OF THE MOI 
Bomb explodes in hallway of U.S. Senate (1983). 
Physicist Wilhelm Roentgen disco~,ers "X-ray" technique (1895). ~ 
Birth of the Social-activist, Dorothy Day (1897).. 
ELECTION DAY, U.S.A., 1988. 
Birth of the author, Ivan S. Turgenev (1818). " . . . .  
English graverobbers violate KingTut's Tomb, after 3,300 year's 
Admiral Byrd and Floyd Bennett make first fly-by of North Pole 
Birth of Martin Luther (1483), instigator of the Reformation. 
"Dr. Livingston, I presume?" asks Mr. Stanley (1871). - 
Russian revolutionary, V.I. Molotov uniives at age 96 (1986). 
Birth of the author, Fyodor M. Dostoevskii (1821). 
• ...  , .  
REMEMBRANCE DAY/ARMISTICE DAY (1918), WWI ends, 31 
500,000 humans perish in East Pakistani (Bangladesh) flooding (1969). 
Birth oftheartist, Claude Monet (1840). 
250,000 Americans gather in Washington protesting war against Vietm 
Suez Canal opens for business and trade (1869). 
Russia: Andrei Zhelyabov fails to blow up the Tsar (1879). 
996 citizens of Jonestown, Gu.yana sip Cool-Aidl (1978). 
U.S. President Abe Lincoln gwes short talk at Gettysburg battlefield ( 
Russia: Sophia Perovskaya f ils to blow up the Tsar (1869). ' '~' 
Utah: Working class hero, Joe Hill gets execution by firing squad (191 
British tank.attack, 350 strong, routs Germans at Cambrai, France (19E 
Nazi war crime trials open at Nuremburg (1945). 
Birth of the philosopher, Francois de Voltaire (1694). 
Birth of the anarchist, Alexander Berkman (1870). 
ELECTION DAY, CANADA, 1988. 
Soviet and French cosmonauts begin 30-day joint space odyssey (1988 
Birth of the author, Jack London (1876). -,.'-~ ~. .  
GDantgland ~tylaeu~hSarS?~la~ioOn s ~Jx~Ck K l~dy ,  age 46, U,S. President (1963);: /~  
. , , <.  ' " ' i  - ;  , 
Women'stFire Brigadeof Vancouver, B.C., bombs out "Red Hot Video" (1982), i .  .... .... 
Birth of the revolutionist, Catherine Breshkovsky 0844). 
FULL MOON. 1988, 
Birth of the philosopher and pantheist, B. Spin0~a (1632). 
Air pirate, D.B. Cooper bails out over Oregon wilderness (1971' 
Pope Plus IX fleesRome disguised as priest (1848). 
Birth of the author, Samuel Clemens aka Mark Twain (1835). 
A total of 23 students across 
the region have received en- 
ti'ance scholarships toNorthwest 
Community College. Three 
students had their first term tui- 
tion reduced by 100 percent for 
having a high school average of 
A; five received a 75 percent 
reduction for a B plus average, 
and 15 students had to comeup 
with only half of the $360 tuition 
for keeping their Grade 11 and 
12 marks at a B average. 
Most students receiving an en- 
trance scholarship are taking 
University Transfer courses, 
while some have entered 
Business or Trades. 
Four Terrace students who 
qualified for the scholarship to.ld 
the Terrace Review how the tui- 
tion reductions made a dif- 
ference in their educational 
financing. Lori Parminter said 
of her 50 percent reduction, 
"It's easier on me and my 
parents, especially if I keep on 
going." She said she had manag- 
ed to save a bit of money, and 
her parents help her out. " I f  I go 
on to university, it's going to 
cos ta  lot more." All four 
students were aware Of the high 
cost of going south to complete 
degrees and were glad to have 
the f'mancial help now. 
Gurmit Grewell's 75 percent 
reduction helped a lot, she said. 
" I f  I'm going to go on, any 
scholarship I can get is very 
welcome." The students also 
noted the entrance scholarship 
gives secondary students 
something to work towards, and 
a feeling that the hard work to 
keep the grades up is worth it. 
David Weismiller had his first 
term tuition waived because of 
an A average. Hesaid, " I  think 
I would have attended the col- 
lege regardless, because I don't 
know yet what I'd like to go in- 
to. But the scholarship rovided 
the opportunity to stay here for 
a year." 
With both entrance scholar- 
ships and Passport to Education 
money, all four found entering 
.post-secondary education finan- 
cially easy. But they're worried 
about getting future scholar= 
ships now that they're out of 
secondary school. "There are 
Students' lives made easier by ,scholarships 
some scholarships, but the 
chances of getting one are slim 
because of the sheer number of 
people applying," Weismiller 
explained. "And they usually 
give priority to those students 
coming right out of secondary 
school." 
David Vu received a 75 per- 
cent reduction, which he said 
made paying for books (which 
can Cost up to $500) a lot easier. 
He  plans to go on to study 
medicine. Vu said the entrance 
scholarship is fairly well adver- 
tised in Caledonia, and that high 
school students need to have en- 
couragement to aim for such a 
goal. The four students praised 
Caledonia teacher John Chen- 
Wing for his efforts in pro- 
moting scholarships and said the 
.scholarship committee at 
Caledonia is very helpful in fin- 
ding appropriate post-secondary 
funding for students. 
While financial worries were 
eased for these Terrace students, 
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the pressure to achieve good 
marks in their first year is moun- 
ting; they'd all fike their second 
term tuitions reduced, too. 
David:Vu (left), David Weismlller, Gurmit Grewell and Lori Parmlnter am four Of the 23 area 
, students whose first year of post-secondary education was made a little easier because of 
Northwest Community College entrance scholarships. 
November 5th: don't miss it 
by Roy Greening 
BILL: Well, Sid, are you going to take your wife to the 
big gala re-opening of the Legion on November 
5th? It should be great fun that evening. : 
SID: I just had an argument with her this afternoon 
who remarked to his co-pilot when he saw the 
cute new flight attendant, "When we get to 
the airport I'm going to make mad love to 
• * that cute stewardess that we have on board." 
. Everyone heard him say that over the loud * 
~! .~ speaker which he.forgot o Switch off. •When ' 
the new flight attendant rushed forward to 
tell the pilot to turn off the loud speaker, 
• and she went off in a huff (that's one of those 
English cars). I know she does like to go to the : .,.::. r 
Legion, She has alot of friends there. We 
: she tripped and fell. A little old lady said, 
!~'* ~ ..... ... "It'salright, deaiy. He said when he gets to  .... 
" the airport." 
BILL: " I hear we're going to have an M.C. at this 
gala opening. I couldn't do that job. I hate to 
* -. make a speech to an audience. Some people ~. 
don ' t .mind ,  though. What about you, Sid. : 
.: ~ Could you give an address  to an audience? ' .  ' 
SID: Sure, Bill, nothing to it. I would just jump 
up and say, "2525 Grantham Street" and sit 
down. 
BILL: Oh, sure, Sid, that's your ADDress; not your 
adDRESS. •You never give up having fun do you? 
SID: No, sir, Bill. We'll have a lot of fun on 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5th. I know a couple 
of people who have been thinking of joining 
the Legion so I'll bring them along, too. 
Alcan into BILL :  For this celebration at the Legion on the 5th t whe of November, who decides that? My wife and I he e ls SID:  talk it over and decide right then and there. 
should have things patched up by then as long 
• as she knows that I always make the major 
decisions and she makes all the minor ones. 
BILL: See if you can bring her along, Sid. She and my 
wife get along so well. By the way, I'll tell my 
wife that Sid's wife makes all the minor 
decisions. What would they be anyway? 
SID: Well, Bill, she decides whether we should buy  
a car or sell the house. She makes all the 
investment decisions and if we should sell the 
business or not. You know, minor things like 
that, Bill. 
BILL: You call those MINOR decisions! My God, Sid, 
what on earth are MAJOR ones? Surely you 
discuss important things like that together. 
SID: Oh, no, Bill. I can't be bothered with things " 
like that. I decide what political party would be 
best for us, what to do about the problems in 
Ireland and whether Free Trade would be good 
for us or not. Those are some examples. 
Well, Bill, that's no problem at all. You see 
NOVEMBER FIFTH is so important that it's 
beyond us to make that decision. So when the 
time comes we'll be there. Boy, we don't want 
' to miss out on the dancing and door prizes and 
r 
• the snacks. And I won't even get mad at my 
i 
• wife when she tells me not to stare at the 
barmaid. That reminds me of the airline pilot 
L 
Alcan Aluminum re-cently an- 
nounced the completion of pro- 
totype automobiles they've 
jointly designed with two world 
famous manufacturers of high 
performance cars - - Jaguar  of 
England and Ferrari of Italy. 
Both vehicles incorporate 
Alcan's new Aluminum Struc- 
tured Vehicle Technology, an in- 
tegrated method of constructing 
auto bodies and frames. The ob- 
jective of ASVT is to build 
vehicles with strength and crash- 
resistant characteristics equal to 
i~resent designs, but incorpor- 
ating the light weight and anti- 
corrosion features of aluminum' 
The Ferrari prototype is 
designated the 408, and the 
Jaguar is called the X J220. In 
addition tothe aluminum bond- 
ed frame and body,~ the X J220 
includes a 500 horsepower 
engine that gives the car a top 






only S 1.10 
Men's or Ladies' cotton blend .~/f  
dress or business shirts expertly 
Vr  
laundered. 
m ._.! .... i 
• 
BIll and SId would like to Invite Legion 
members and their friends to visit the Branch 
for the gala re.opening of the NEW.LOOK 
Legion on Saturday, Nov. 5 In the evening. 
There will be music, dancing, door prizes and 
lots of refreshments. 
v. Only drive-thru in town 
.. Best, most tellable and cleanest service 
, , ,  Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. --  Monday to Friday 
a:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. --  Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
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Disabled Olympics 
+ 
Clark adds to 
medal hoard 
Another year of hard work has paid off for these and many more 4-H members as they were 
honored at the 4.H Awards Banquet last month by District Agriculturist Graham Johnstone. 
Award categories Included achievement, judging and showmanship. 
• . ,Curl ing for  do l la rs  
They're curling for big bucks 
this weekend at the Terrace 
Curling Club. 
Terrace is hosting the annual 
cash spiel from Friday to Sun- 
day with a limj't of 16 teams for 
an entry fee • of $240. There's 
also art eight-team ladies side, 
and they'll pay a $140 entry fee. 
Top prize for the men is 
$1,800. The runnerup pockets 
$1,200. 
Third place on the men's side 
wins $900, while $700 goes to the 
fourth-place team. Those plat- 
ing from fifth to eighth places 
each win $200. 
There's also a consolation 
event where the winner gets $450 
and the runnerup $200. 
The ladies winner takes home 
$900, while second gets$500 and 
third winds up with $300. 
Fourth place wins $200, with the 
consolation winner getting $140 
for first. 
Teams wishing to enter either 
side should contact rink 
manager Gord Judzentis at 
635-5583. 
Oldies in Rupert 
Prince Rupert hosted the 
season-opening oldt imers 
hockey tournament on the Oct. 
22 weekend, and attracted 12 
Netball 
Teams or individuals planning 
to set up netball in their com- 
munity for a possible berth in 
the B.C. Winter Games should 
contact zone seven represen- 
tative Shelley Irvine in Telkwa 
(84,5-2294, during working 
hours). A playoff will be 
necessary to select a zone rep, 
therefore teams must register 
with Irvine by Nov. 21. The 
Games run March 23 to 26 at 
A gold and a couple of silver 
against he world's best is ex- 
cellent production for Terrace 
wheelchair athlete Dr. Paul 
Clark. 
That's what Paul wound up 
with at the World Disabled 
Olympic Games held at the 
Seoul, South Korea site where 
the regular Olympiad was held 
just a few weeks ago. 
Clark entered four events, and 
just missed on a medal in all of 
them. 
His gold medal came in the 
tightly-contested 800-meter race 
where four competitors were 
neck-and-neck at the finish line. 
Paul's time' was two minutes and 
• seven=tenths of a second. 
He missed out on a second 
• gold by seven/i00ths'of a se- 
cond in the 1,500 meters. But his 
time of 3:45.58 was good 
enough for a silver. 
The final day's marathon had 
175 wheelchair athletes in the 
starting lineup. It rained 
throughout this race, but Clark 
came in fifth overall and earned 
a second silver medal for his 
classification i  a time of one 
hour, 41.05 minutes. 
Rain confronted the field for 
the 5,00G-meter race where Paul 
recorded his best personal time 
of 13 minutes, 28 seconds. 
However, the time left him in 
fourth place. 
He left Korea on Oct. 25 for 
Japan, where he'll see more 
marathon action this Saturday 
in the prestigious race at Oita, 
Japan. Clark expected to train 
for 10 days for the Japanese 
race .  
As for the Koreantrip, Paul 
summed it up in one word --+- 
"Great". 
"~+. 
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TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY 
INTER-CITY  REP TEAM LEAGUE 
Games - -  Oct. 29 Weekend 
Kltlmat Atoms 17, Terrace Atoms 2; Kltlmat 
Atoms 9, Terrace Atoms 3. 
Terrace Peewees 9, Pr. Rupert Peewees 3; Terrace 
Peewees 12, Pr. Rupert 4. 
Terrace Bantams 10, Kitimat Bantams 1; Terrace 
Bantams 5, Kltlmet Bantams 5. 
Pr. Rupert Midgets 14, Terrace Midgets 7; Pr. 
Rupert 14, Terrace Midgets 8. 
Standings 
Won Lost Tied Points 
Atom Division 
6 0 0 12 
2 4 0 4 
0 4 0 0 
Peewee Division 
4 0 0 8 
2 3 1 5 
1 4 1 3 
Bantam Division 
5 0 1 11 
1 4 1 3 
1 3 0 2 
Midget Division 
Pr. Rupert 4 0 0 8 
1 2 0 2 
0 3 0 0- 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY ' 
HOUSE LEAGUE " 
Atom DMslon 
Oct. 22 -- Lions g, Dave's Plumbing 5; Kinsmen 10, 
Tilden 6. 
Bantam Division 
Oct. 24 --NorthernMotor Inn 5, Ironworks 3. 





teams to the three-day ~ event. Kltlmat 
Split into six-team divisions Terrace 
with three in each playing Pr. Rupert 
round-robin to guarantee two Terrace 
games, the totlrnament saw gltlmat 
Smithers Drillers win 'A' side Pr. Rupert 
with an 8-4 victory over Burns 
Lake. Terrace 
Houston grabbed third in 'A', Kitlmat 
but needed a shootout o down 
fourth-place Rupert Wrinkles, 
5-3. 
'B' side went to the Thornhill 
Okies on a 5-3 win over New 
Hazelton. Kitimat Golden 
Oldies took third by defeating 
Rupert Old Set 4-1. 
The next big tournament takes 
place on the Nov. 12 weekend at 
TERRACE MEN'S  REC HOCKEY 
LEAGUE 
Oct. 22 - Skeena Hotel 7, Norm's Auto 3. 
Oct. 23 -- Inn of the West 9, North Coast Wranglers 4. 
Oct. 25 -- Skeena Hotel 7, Thornhlll Okles 2. 
Oct. 27 -- North Coast Wranglers 10, Norm'e Auto 5. 
" ream 
Skeena Hotel 
Inn of the West 




Won Lost Tied Points 
4 0 1 9 
3 1 1 • 7 
3 2 1 7 
1 3 1 3 
0 ;5  o o 
TERRACE MEN'S  BASKETBALL  
LEAGUE 
Oct. 25 -- Ev's Clippers 86, Skeena Hotel Masters 64. 
Oct. 25 All Seasons 88, Kluss & Sons 81. 
Oct. 27 -- Ev's Clippers 99, All Seasons 61. 
Oct. 27 -- Skeena Hotel Masters 59, Kluss & Sons 49. 
Standings 
Team Won Lost Points 
Ev's Clippers 3 0 6 
All Seasons 2 1 4 
Skeena Hotel Masters 1 2 2 
Kluss & Sons 0 3 0 
Nelson. Vanderhoof. SponsOred  by . .  + ' * 
e e l  + • - . ,  _ 
msuranc 'm _ ..._ ._ _e  . . . .  , ,+ ,o ,o  persona l i zed  , Wrestler gets award Braid ,nsuronCeHome • LifeAgency. Firef°r 
Smithers' wrestler Heath Simon Fras. er University fr°m A g C  off ice L L d  eB°ote lus iness~, .  
Bolster is one of 25 recipients of the Olympic torch relay legacy f l~ i~Q~ 
the 1988 B.C. P rermer's Awards fund'+ . . [ ' ,+ ,  [ 
based on athiettc achievement. The Premter's Award.Is for | - " • • 
. The announcement last week Heath's combined athlet,c and Come ,n to our a t  ( , . .qq J~]~V1l  
j b another notch on the  su.c. academic proficiency in- 1987, 4648 Lakelse  Ave. ,  Terrace IAUTHORIZED AGENTS 
cessful athlete's endeavours m He was one of. f ive secondary : Phone  638-8581 
recent:years, :In Septemb erhe+ school students selected. " 
wOd a $2,000 scholarship fo r .  . .  : . . . . . ,  .~ .. ... , , , , i . + 
• • • ~ • ~i/ i  ~¸ iii•!i? ii!/!~:Ii: 
First cash 
of curl ing 
season to 
Palmer , 
Smithers' Don Palmer is the 
curling season's first big winner 
as he and his rink pocketed 
$1,600 for placing first at Prince 
Rupert's 14-team men's cash 
spiel on the Oct. 2,", weekend. 
Palmer dowhed Darry l  
Hauptman of the host club 8-6 
in the championship final. 
Hauptman took home $1,200 
for placing runnerup. Third- 
place money of $900 went to 
Rupert's Ken Bazanski. 
Dennis Williams of Terrace 
won $700 for coming in fourth. 
On the consolation side, Dr. 
Mike McLean came out on top 
to gain $400. Dave Tough placed 
second and won $175. 
The annual Terrace men's and 
ladies' cash bonspiel goes this 
weekend at the Terrace club. 
Kermodes out 
of top i0 
The Terrace Caledonia Ker- 
mode girls have been dropped 
from the top 10 standings of 
double 'AA' senior high school 
volleyball in B.C. However, the 
Kermode boys have moved into 
10th place on their list. The girls 
were rated eighth in the previous 
• list, but due to a poor showing at 
a Victoria tournament, hey've 
been knocked off the list, For 
i the boys it's their first ap- 
pearance in top 10 this season. 
re r raee  Rev iew - -  Wednesday, November 2, 19SS 1! 
While Terrace's Expo Legacy Grant money continues to sit in limbo, the Arena exercise room - -  slotted for ex. 
panslon - -  will remain unimproved. Although Trevor McBryan and .Troy Stenquist appear to have lots of room 
here, there are times when up to 16 people are competing for room. 
Fan ballots could change it 
Stats leave Sharpies out of all-stars 
Ninety-six players appear on 
the NHL's all-star ballot, but 
Terrace's Jeff Sharpies is not 
listed with Gretzky, Lemieux 
and company. 
The ballots, released yester- 
day at all NHL arenas so that 
fans can vote with their heads or 
their hearts, for the Campbell 
and Wales conference all-st~r 
teams, list players under each 
position. 
Each position, i.e., left wing, 
centre, etc., has what the NHL 
considers the best eight players 
listed. Statistics used are based 
on what players did best last 
year •
An example has Detroit's Petr 
Klima as a potential left wing 
all-star, even though he's on a 
comeback attempt after alcohol 
problems and is in the minor 
leagues. 
The voting procedure nds up 
with fans filling out dozens of 
ballots and stuffing the box with 
their favorite name. It winds up 
in a popularity contest. 
However, fans don't pick the 
entire team - -  they get to chose 
the starting lineup only. 
So, Jeff Sharpies has a 
chance. If his Detroit fans use 
the write-in portion of their 
ballot and give Sharpies enough 
votes, he could be in the Camp- 
bell Conference lineup for the 
40th annual all-star contest at 
Edmonton on February 7. 
in .errace aT  The  ~ Inn of the West 
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Sports Editorial . . I r  ~ z 
Games for 
Are the B.C. Summer Games turfed out for 
moving toward elitism in 
athletes, or are they merely par- 
ing down the agenda to more 
workable size? 
According to Pete Pauls, who 
just relinquished his position as 
zone coordinator for sic-pitch 
softball, a "Let's treat he elite" 
system is moving in to push out 
the less glamorous ports and 
concentrate on glory sports 
leading up to world class com- 
petitors. 
Pauls, who turned over his 
zone job to Terrace's Doug 
Sivyer yesterday, recently at- 
tended the B.C. Softball 
(amateur) Association meetings 
at Richmond. 
At this annual general meeting 
he was told that masters' sic- 
pitch mixed softball had been 
This comesafter B.C. Softball's 
efforts to get the sport on the 
agenda for this year's games at 
Victoria. 
"The Summer Games people 
have decided to move towards 
the more elite sports and more 
elite athletes, and so they're 
eliminating some of the events 
that are more participation like 
mixed masters ic-pitch, which 
were very successful at the Vic- 
toria Games," Pauls told us. 
We asked if this now meant 
the Games would be used for 
helping potential: top class 
athletes improve towards  
Canada nd Olympic Games. 
"Yes. They're working to im- 
proving our youth towards the 
world-class athlete," he said. 
A check with the B.C. Games 
Shields apprehensive 
about national post 
Only job security and federal 
.funding appear to be holding up 
the signing of ex-Prince Rupert 
Rainmaker Ken Shields as 
Canada's national basketball 
team coach. 
Officials involved feel the 
items are major stumbling 
blocks for Shields to replace 
Jack Donohue, especially When 
you consider his very secure job 
as athletic director at the Univer- 
sity of Victoria. 
Donohue retired following the 
Seoul Olympics after 17 years on 
the job. Shields is supposedly 
top man on a list of five can- 
didates. More than 50 applicants 
• from Canada and the United 
States originally sought he posi- 
tion. 
Shields played his high school 
basketball at Prince Rupert, 
where he was a member of the 
1964 provincial championship 
• ., * ,. . ~ " . , .  -., .:.: .. 
team.  . , 
Coming events in-.sports 
The TerraCe Curling Club's part. If interested, phone Gary 
formation that next ~''summer's' . . . .  
. .s .  ul the  West 
N. Coast Auto 
I . : n n n v ~ ,  I l l r - l l  g n r . v n r . R  1 i l I i /11 /~ L -  ~ , -  : ' : ,  r~-~'L ;" 
• HOCKEY, LEAGUE . . . . . .  " ' ' "  '~  ' 
Standinge - -  Oct, 27, 1988 * : 
GP W L T GF. GA PTS 
LHotel ~5, 4 :0  1 32 16 ' g 
5 3 1 1 31 21 "7  " 
6 3 2 1 39 26 7 
5 1 3 1 11 25 3 
5 0 5 0 13 38 0 
Gamesin Surrey lack the •space ThornhllI, O.kle_s . . . . .  
available this past summer at Norm s Auto He.nlsn!ng 
Victoria, so they cut back the 
venues 
An office spokesperson told 
usthe Oak Bay-Victoria Games 
had four municipalities to draw 
on, while Surrey is all alone. 
Masters slo-pitch• was one of 
11 sports getting the axe. Here 
are the others: Masters road rac- 
ing, canoeing, flatwater canoe: 
ing, kayaking, Sailing, centrefire 
shooting and trap shooting, 
masters wimming, underwater 
hockey and waterskiing. 
A closer look at the situation 
indicates that all masters ports 
are being shot down. If you're 
35 and older, you won't be able 
to compete against others your 
age. You'll have to go against 
the younger ones - -  if they'll et 
yOU. 
Also, you have to hit the half- 
•century mark before you can 
enter the newly-organized 
oldtimers games, and chances 
are your sport won't be on their 
agenda. 
When you take the view that 
B.C. Games were originally set 
up as a participation by all from 
13 and up, it does seem that our 
money will be utilized towards a 
more'pr~tigious howing at 
future international Games. 
Youth will obviously be serv- 
ed in future, while the middle- 
aged are shuffled: .:to .the 
sidelines. 
After all, it's youth that wins 
us half-a-dozen or so medals at 
every Olympics (not counting 
steroids). 
Scoring Lenders - -  Oct. 25, 1988 
G A 
Todd Grant (NCA) 10 5 
Bruce Cameron (SH! 9 4 
Dlghton Haynes (I ~1 ~) 5 7 
Steve Sohultz (NCA) i 4 7 
Charlle Porter (INN) 5 2 
Don StormO(INN) . 4 3 
Brent Andrews (11~ I~ ) 3 4 
Rob Boagart (NCA) . -i: ~: 4 2 
Tom Turner (SH) - ~ ..... 3 3 
Gord GIllie(INN) " :. ~-~i 3 3 
RlckGillle(INN) , 3 3 
Rick Tereleskl (TO) 2 4 
Archle McDonald (SH) • 1 5 
Goal Tending 
GP 
Rick Joachim (SH] 
Wally Worsfold (SI 4] 
Todd Gleselman (INN) 
Ran Marleau (NCA) 
Jerry Lamming (TO) 























Oct. 22 - -  Skeena Hotel 7, Norm'sAute Refinishing 
Oct. 23 - -  Inn of the West 6, North Coast Auto 4 
Oct. 25 - -  Skeena Hotel 7, Thornhlll Okles 2 
Oct. 27 - -  North Coast Auto 10, Norm's Auto Reflnl~. . ... . .. 
[AT( ; t l  I l t i  AC; I l i [~N 
Visit the Northern Motor Inn for 
annual cash bonspiel is coming 
up this Friday to Sunday. Six- 
teen men's and eight women's 
teams will be accepted. Entry 
fees are $240 for men and $140 
for women. Phone the club to 
enter by Wednesday. 
The Terrace Figure Skating 
Club has a power-skating course 
coming up from this Friday to 
Nov. 16. It's for children aged 
nine to 13. For information, 
phone ' Kelly at 635-5133. 
at 635-4432. Perhaps we should take a nightly entertainment. Come to  
Terrace curlers are reminded serious look at starting up a where the ACTION Is. 
that the commercial league starts Northern B.C. Summer Games, 
Saturday, Nov. 12~Forinforma- At least we'd be doing , 
tion, contact he curling Club. som.ething for our area people 3086 Hwy. 16 East : : 
Three teams have been form: who are  being dropped from 635 6375 
ed to start the Terrace Commer- ' B.C..Games' agenda, • , , " , ,, ,, , , , 
cial Hockey League, however, .-.~ 
they're still short a few players. -r- "- " " "- 
Anyone interested should phone 
Benita at 635-3930. 
The Terrace Stock Car Asso- 
This new conte 
JONSERED w|t 
mid-section car 
take o beating 






A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
~SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. BOX 538 - -  TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4B5 




Fine Dining l' Polly's C~fe  
4 0P' ae,slo°;¢g.'ue I °'°"' 
I ~nday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. : 
638-8141 I 638-1848 or 638"8034 " 
G IM 'S  .. ., 
RESTAURANT 
~.~P" Ch inese  & Canad ian  Food  ~'~-  
-/[~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK "~.\~l!t,, 
{(~]~ Men-  Wed 11:30 a.m. - -  I0:00 p.m. ~ 
z~ Thursday 11:30 am. m ! i :00  .m. , .~:  
Fri - Sat 11.30 a.m. - -  ! ,00 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. !0:00 p.m.635.6111 4643 Park A venue 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadi ,, ' 
Dishes 
i .~]  4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
Th is  spot  cou ld  
be  yours  fo r  on ly ,  




Terrace Hotel 635-6630 
For your dining p leasurewe have 
expanded our Copper, Gr i l l  Restaurant 
hours. 
7 am to t pm 
• ,  : . . . .  
A five-pin bowl-a-spiel is ciation's annual general meeting 
coming up this weekend, start- and elections will be held Thurs- 
ing at 6 p.m. on Friday at the day night at 8 o'clock in the 
Terrace Bowling Alley. Ten Sandman Inn. All members 
more teams are needed to take please attend. 
I II I 
.Ionsered Super 670 
Takes on the 
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Health professionals- grapple with legal issues 
LORNE ROZOVSKY: The pa, 
tlent makes the decision, 
even i f  that decision is 
foolish or Irresponsible. 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege brought in a speaker from 
Halifax, Nova Scotia to address 
health professionals at a con- 
ference October 20  and 21. 





damental right t6 refuse medical 
care even when you need it; thus 
creating the conflict, and 
frustration for health profes- 
sionals. 
The approximately 50 par- 
specializing in ticipants discussed issues in- 
eluding how to get valid consent, 
how much to tell the patient 
hyCharlynnToewes regarding risks of medical, 
Day one focused on discus- surgical, or dental care, and 
sions of laws pertaining to the whether children can give their 
keeping of patient records, and consent to treatment: Currently, 
day two on consent for treat- spouses are not required to get 
their partner's consent to pro- men[. The issue of patients' con- 
sent for treatment "is the hottest cedures affecting the marital 
and most controversial issue in relationship, such as abortion or 
the medical-legal rea. It creates sterilization. A Supreme Court 
a conflict between the law and decision recently held that a 
health professionals. The health mother could not have her men- 
professional isinterested in ser, v- tally handicapped daughter 
ing the patient's needs; the law is ' sterilized. Another challenge to 
interested in protecting the pa- 
tient's rights", Rozovsky to ld  
the Terrace Review. 
He explained that it's a fun- 
" n "" Time fo r  ooks - -  , . , . .  °...,. 
I'HIItll 
the health professional is accep- 
ting the right of Jehovah 
Witnesses to refuse blood 
transfusions, even in life-and- 
death situations. 
"This conflict is new for 
health professionals, because in 
the past it was simply assumed 
when a person came for treat- 
ment and care, the health pro- 
fessional would do what was 
necessary," Rozovsky said. 
"Now it is the patient who 
makes the decision, even if that 
decision is foolish or irresponsi- 
ble." He said medical:help can- 
not be imposed on patients, even 
if the failure to get help means 
death. 
Rozovsky explained that the 
purpose of the two-day con- 
ference w~ not to dispense legal : :  . . . . . .  
advice, but to make health pro- 
fessionals aware of legal pro- 
blems so they can conduct 
themselves in a way which will 
prevent law suits and respect the 
rights and needs of patients. 
He said that because patients 
are vulnerable (that is, being in 
hospital and sick) they can't pro- 
tect their rights: the only ones 
who c/m are the health profes- 
sionals. Rozovsky doesn't  
believe the solution to difficult 
questions in medical aw is in -  
dividual court cases or even 
legislation: "A more intelligent 
approach is to have a greater 
respect for human rights and 
better communication among 
people within the health care ,4 
field." 
OF YOt lll El, l:,, ,. :~  : 
Mic 'hener on Alaska 
• an h,story on f, lm OiONrTMIX DRUGS OR 
James Michener is known for large meaty novels which squeeze 
the last possible drop of information and drama out of his 
theme. His latest novel, "Alaska" attempts to do that once. 
again. Unfortunately our knowledge of the history of Alaska 
• consists of periods of clarity with long gaps of uncertainty l ing 
:between. James Michener concentrates on those periods of uncer- 
tainty. He begins with a dissertation on how the land was formed 
'and drifted to its present position, describes the ~animal life that " 
settled there and the coming of man. He describes the life of the 
early settlers, their• struggle to deal with the terrain and to make 
the land theirs. Then Michener jumps forward to the eighteenth 
century, the exploration and charting of Vitus Bering, and the en- 
suing colonization of the territory. 
He next concentrates on the harsh and restrictive role of the 
Russian settlers, followed by the sale of the "useless land" to the 
United States. At this point Michener eally comes into his own 
with vivid and realistic portraits of the seal industry and an 
engrossing account of the search for gold. It is obvious he feels 
most comfortable here and the Story moves with pace and convic- 
tion. 
Michener is never totally disappointing. Parts of the book 
bring the hardship and challenge of life in a rugged, bitter and 
unpredictable land realistically before us, and he has enough con- 
trol over his vast canvas to hold us from one gripping passage to 
another. But, like Alaska itself, there are wastelands. "Alaska" 
by JamesMichener is published by Random House at $31.95. 
ALCOHOL WITH WORK. 
George Macdonald Fraser is best known for his Flashman 
novels; but he has also written short stories, hist.ory and 
screenplays for many films including "Oetopussy", "The Three 
Musketeers" and "The Prince and the Pauper". He combines 
history and film in his latestbook, "The Hollywood History of 
the World" published by Penguin at $29.95. 
He divides history intoThe Seven Ages of Hollywood, from 
Creation to the Vietnam War, and then compares the facts of 
history as we know' them with the versions put out by the film 
companies. He tackles his task with learning and wit, and in the 
process reminds us of the many films we have enjoyed. What a 
pity that so many of them are not available on video, and that 
the ones that are so hard to track down. His account is diverting 
and entertaining as he examines the conduct of the chariot races 
and declares the one in "Ben Hur" a realistic portrait of the 
sport; as he sets us straight on the burning of Rome, Nero did 
not fiddle, he organized relief - -  but yes, he did blame it all on 
the Christians. 
As for the portraits -- Captain Bligh suffered at the hands of 
Charles Laughton in "Mutiny on the Bounty"; but pirates were 
even more colorful and dramatic than their screen portraits, Who 
was the best Elizabeth so fat? Well, he gives the honors to Flora 
Robson in "Fire Over England"; and the best Henry VIII is a 
toss-up between Keith Michell and Charlton Heston. 
The best re-creation of an historical battle, it must be 
"Waterloo", biR "Zulu" is a distinguished runner-up. 
All the comments carry the weight of Fraser's experience and 
critical insight, but he presents them in such a lively way that the 
book is not only an invaluable layman's guide to the films in the 
genre, but also a thoroughly enjoyable experience. 
work, you are increasing everyone's chances of making 
it through the 
day safely. 
Drugs and alcohol usually take effect quickly. They can slow 
your reflexes and co-ordination, cloud your judgement and give 
you a false sense of who you are and what you can do. If you 
operate quipment orwork around machinery inthis condition, 
anything can happen. By saying no to drugs and alcohol at 
IJIJORKERS' 
cOmPENSATION 
I~ /~ A ID  I~  OF BRITISH 
I~I~.//-U~ I J COLUMBIA 
]13I NIELSEN, CHAIRMAN • 
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"If  you get a form in the mail 
and don'tunderstand it,.you can 
phone us and we'll find out what 
goes in that square •for!!~bu, '' 
B.C. government agent Randy 
Trombley says. The staff at 4506 
Lakelse will also help you with 
information on local business 
conditions, consumer credit, 
rural property and motive fuel 
taxes, voting, and tourism; assist 
with registering sales tax 
numbers and mobile homes; 
answer questions about the 
Medical Services Plan, Domestic 
Animal Protection Act claims, 
official birthday greetings, com- 
pany name searches ... over 50 
types of services, forms, applica- 
tions, licenses, certificates and 
billings are handled. 
Last year, 2,800 property tax 
payments and 1,300 MSP pay. 
ments were made, and 2,000 
maps and 16,000 fishing and  
hunting licenses were sold 
through the auspices of the gov- 
ernment agent. 
Trombley's focus in the next 
while includes the expansion of 
the role of his office. Regional 
Development Minister Elwood 
Veitch announced last • month 
that government agents across 
the province "will play an en- 
hanced role in the regionaliza- 
tion process." This includes the 
plan to have agents represent the 
Minister of State at meetings, 
participate in ~egional task 
groups, as well as increasing the 
number of services offered to 
the public, 
Randy Trombley is also in- 
terested in raising the profile of 
• the office in our community so 
that it will be the first place, 
rather than the last place, that 
people go to look for informa- 
t ion." It happens often that peo- 
ple will finally stop here after 
going to five different places, 
completely frustrated with the 
"bureaucracy. You can see the 
I l l  i i 
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Anne Mayer (center), with Randy Trornbley and Lea Holding, have a policy of never saying "that's not my depart- 
ment" at the government agent office in Terrace. 
change,!m their faces When we" out from Terrace residents what 
sayi";yes, we can help you.i other services the office should 
We'll find out'." :offer, such as expanding their 
He says the office has a policy capability to handle questions 
of never saying no, never saying, : that fall under the responsibility 
'that's not my department'. 
"The government, any gov- 
ernment, is a huge machine and 
it's complex. There's five or six 
levels of government.: federal, 
provincial, municipal, and 
regional district, school'board, 
board of health .... " Even 
though the office is a provincial 
government service, staff will 
help people with questions about 
other levels of government or 
even local non-profit societies, 
usually by helping them .find the 
right person, the one with the 
answers to their questions. 
Trombley is keen on finding 
of the federal government. 
Trombley loves his job, seeing •
it as a helping profession. He 
.says it's very satisfying to be 
able to find the right person or 
answer, to help people save 
money by giving them the infor- 
mation they need on government 
programs, to make life a little 
easier by offering the use of the 
telephone, facsimile machine, Or 
computer-searches for govern- 
the clerk numbers•increasing U - 
ti l  he reached a government 
agent position in a Vancouver 
Island office. He's been in Ter= 
race since 1978. Although 
Tr0mbley worked his way up the 
civil service ladder, postings for 
government agents positioris are 
aspects o f  such important issues 
in life like birth; marriage and 
health (not to mention death and 
taxes), a calm, friendly, and 
helpful office staff is vital. 
"l think of myselfas a guide, 
knowing where to start to lead 
people through government," 
Jones hat, cutting through red 
tape with a machete, guiding 
confused Terracites clutching 
forms, bills and notices through 
the jungle of bureaucracy. 
open to the ge.neralpublic. A re- Trombley says. One could al- 
cent posting listed the pay as Up .... most picture him in an Indiana 
to $1,550.72 biweekly, and asks 
for qualifications including 
"good judgement and tact; 
knowledge of local conditions 
and community concerns/ 
interests an asset; demonstrated 
community involvement re- 
quired; experience in govern- 
r 
ment-related information. 
ment agents branch and 
His background in govern- knowledge of statutes and 
ment starts with a clerk=typist II regulations' also an asset." 
position in Quesnel in 1971, with When you're dealing with 
I '1 i am - ," ~ '  
getting married,.. 
This basket .holds 
information and 
gifts especially 
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Join: Dor3thy on her magical journey through the Land of Oz 
,,us.co,,~c,,~,~ BONNIE Mac~IEILL ~o JIM RYAN u~,~°'s'~"'o,,~,~ DAVE BATTISON 
TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE, ,~,,,,,~TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND ,~oTHEATRE ALIVE, ,~i~,"THE WlZ" 
"~° MARILYN KERR co.o,,,c,,o ,~ ,~ MERRY HALLSOR,~o SHARON LYNCH cos~,, ROSE LYNN FLEURY ~o ,, JUANITA FRIRY 
~"  ,,~s~,~ CHARLIE SMALLS ,,WILLIAM F. BROWN o,,~,,, 
~E~,o~,~o~o~,,L, FRANK BAUM ~tERr~'OG~'=RTESY ~ra.~,~6r ri l l .  
Produced by spedal permission of Samuel French (Canada) Inc. ~ Samuel French, Inc,, 45 Wes125~ Street, New York, N.Y. 
.-..,,,4."~.,,.-- 
|A  MWlI I ,  M INW,, 
Friday, Nov 18 at 8 p,m.; Saturday, Nov 19 a! 8 I~.m.; Matinee: Saturday, Nov 19 at 2 p.m.R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
ADULTS $7 CHILDREN $6 SENIORS $6 TICKETS AVAILABLE AT SIGHT & SOUND 





SERVICE.-- T.V. RENTALS 1635 I 
All Home Entertainment " RePalr~ On 5134 
A hances PP" 4st9 LAKELSE, TERIIACE 
.Also Commercial & Indusffial 
Electronic Equipment 
SATELLITE .T.V. 
LOADER, BACKHOE, TRUCKING 
KEN'S TRUCKING LTD. 
Top Soil, Pit Run, Crush, Snow Plowing 
Water  Lines and septic Systems 
P.O. Box 1007 
Terrace, B.C. 625.7519 
• :,,: ..... ~:-;, ,~ ,~.~c~ -;, ~:~: ,  ~;~i.:~'?,~'.~;~,j,~'~2~t;j;~1£;!.~;, ~'~': ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i)? 
A'Whem To Find lt'Guide . . . .  ' :  " 
Your complete 
source for all Ii~ .~][~H 
your heating 
needs. I " -~ 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 K eith Ave., Terrace 635,7158 
2803 Kenney  Street  
Terrace, B.C. 
• ,I Wolfe Tanning System. 
, i  . LANZA products 
Phone Jar on appoinhnenl 
635-9666 
, • : ,.." 
i 
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims 638handled 1186 promptly 
WEB OFFSET 
kOMOTIOHAL CONSULTANTS 
PRINTERS and PUBLISHERS 
;loseUp 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
Call on our Design Team 
635-7840 
CHANGES 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
J ~  HI.QUAblTY BELTING& Terrace. . I~T IN ,G SERVICES " 
:~Tree  Trammang I I  ~ ~  l i ~ , tab leBoat  Repairs : J ~rab le  -- High Quality 
~ W, II cut down anytree! ~ .  I I ~~.w~; ,w,?~ I J~u lcan lz ingRepa i rs  
I ~ e  inconveyor belt 
I - - ~ c i n g ,  and repairs * 
' i . " vulcanizing and pulley lagging . : • 1,000,.000 liability for YOUR protect ion '~ I I 
638.8530 HOUR 638-0663 ~,:i:: 635-7400 J L  I 24 SERVICE 
G ~ -P • "H . I • C . "S  
Retail Shirt Shop Now Open!! 
at 3211 Kalum Street 
(next to Terrace Drugs) 
Wholesale Silk.Screening Available 
For Y00i~ Team, Company or Association 
Come See What 's  Newl  
635.7731 
Rust  P ro tect ion  fo r  




RaN or AL 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . .  if not . . ,  tell us." 
4918 Grelg Ave. 






Nathan Waddell - Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
. TYP ING 
. VOICE PAGERS , PHOTOCOPYING 
.24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
-3238 Kolum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 
Joffs Photo Graphi  
John Roders 
WEDDINGS ~ CUSTOM FRAMING 
PORTRAITS ~ MAT CUTTING 
FAMILY PORTRAITS POSTERS 
5 MIN. PASSPORTS LIMITED EDITION PRINTS 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
Terrace, B.C, V8G IP9 Rcs. 635.5544 
. . | 
m 
- Customer service is our No, 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete Personalized service 
• Prices are VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4630 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
l , I eL  
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30 - 10:30 daily 
2701 S. Ka lum 635-6180 
J .  
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Chelnssws 
SnowmoMles * Msdne Supplies 
TERRACE ~ EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lmkelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
~ ~! i i ;~ i ~ ,: 
i ! : ?  ~ ' 
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Retail pricing: markup 




In the preceding columns, we discussed 
the various ways by which retail business 
is financed. In this, and in subsequent 
columns, we'll discuss the more impor- 
tant aspects of retail operations, tarting 
with pricing. 
All retailers, whether department s ore 
chains or corner novelty shops, operate in 
essentially the same way. They buy mer-  
chandise directly from the factory or 
through wholesalers and sell it to the 
public at prices calculated to cover their 
costs and show a reasonable profit. 
This seems to be a simple enough operation but it can be, in 
practise, extremely complex. The proper calculation of the prices 
at which his merchandise is sold is the most demanding require- 
ment he retailer must meet. If the selling price is set too high, 
customers are lost. If it's set too low, the retailer loses money. 
Each retailer must devise a pricing strategy according to the 
type of merchandise handled, what it costs, the volume of 
business expected and the character of the competition. 
Many other considerations will also enter into pricing strategy. 
Among them are the retailer's location, the terms of the lease and 
the buying habits of potential customers. 
All these must be brought ogether in determining the selling 
value of merchandise. That is the objective of all retail pricing: 
The determination fwhat the retailer must realize, from the sale 
of merchandise, to cover costs and show a profit. 
The difference between what the retailer pays for merchandise 
and the price at which it is sold is the markup. Markups vary 
widely from one piece of merchandise toanother. 
The markup on fast-moving merchandise is usually lower than 
average. The retailer handling such merchandise is counting on 
the rapid reliever of stock and accompanying high sales volume 
to cover costs and show a profit. 
conversely, the markup on slow-moving merchandise is usually 
higher,than average. That's because the retailer must carry such 
merchandise over a longer period before recovering the costs of 
purdmse. 
l~arkt/ps not only vary from one piece of merchandise to 
another. The' markup on one piece of merchandise can also vary 
over the sales cycle. ' ' 
A4ootwear retailer, for example, will puts hi~her markup on 
rubbers and galoshes in late. fall and early winter when the de- • 
mand for them is strongest. If there is stillsome stock in late ' 
winter, the retailer reduces the markup to clear shelves for spring 
and" sUmmer stock. 
Th6 primary objective of the retailer's markup is to provide 
over the year, a margin on sales.large nough to make the 
business a viable one. 
In our next column, we'll show how markups are calculated 
and go further into the matter of margin on sales. 
SOCIAL SERVICES TRAINING PROGRAM 
The College of New Caledonia is accepting 
applications for the Social Services Training 
Program. This certificate program prepares 
students to work with mentally handicapped 
children and adults in a variety of settings. There 
are six courses and one practicum. All courses 
are in a distance education (correspondence) 
format and can be combined with full.time 
employment. 
Applicants who are not currently employed in 
this field should have working with mentally 
handicapped children or adults as a career goal. 
The admission requirements are Grade 12 gradua- 
tion, G.E.D. or mature student status with related 
work experience. 
For more information and registration package 
contact: 
College of New Caledonia 
Counselling Department 561-5818 
or 
Admissions and Registration 561-5800 
Closing Date: Applications for the January 1989 
semester must be received by December 16, 1988. 
1112c~11123c 
Chloe Asti-Rose (right), a Grade 12 student at Caledonia Senior Secondary School, recently 
received a framed certificate and a cheque for $100 as first prize in the Terrace Review 
ed!torial essay contest. The presentation was made by Terrace Review publisher Mark 
Twyford and staff reporter Charlynn Toews. 
The wor ld ' s  most  • 
expensive business uit 
wasn't design '.d in 
I.ondon, ParN or Rome. 
It's from North Vancouver. 
They're $250,000 '. 
each, making the 
Newtsuit, a product 
of North Vancouver- 
based International 
Hard Suits Inc., the 
world's most expensive 
business outfit. But, 
when the job is 300m 
below the surface of 
the ocean, dressing for 
success means more 
than having a flair 
for fashion. 
As the only diving 
suit in the world that 
allows you to work 50 storeys underwater, in
almost normal atmospheric condit!ons, the 
Newtsuit has the capabilky of revolutionizing 
the difflcuk task of doing business underwater. 
International Hard Suits Inc.is part of British 
Columbia's leading 
edge subsea industry 
employing more 
than 1000 British 
Columbians and 
with annual sales of 
$60 million. 
So, it shouldn't be 
surprising that we're 
the world leader in 
underwater technology. 
After all, with 7000 
km of coastline there's 
no better place for us to 
be than on the shores 
of tomorrow. 
For more information about B.C.'s expanding 
economy, contact your MLA, your nearest 
Government Agent, or write to the Ministry of 
Regional Development, Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria VSV 1X4. 
Together. A Better B.C. 
: :~ < <!~<<!:% ~i!i~i~ > ! ~(S I 
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Secon- 
dary student Janet Len- 
nox:rrscently received a 
framed certificate and 
one year's subscription to 
the Terrace Review for her 
third place entry in the 
newspaper's editorial 
essay contest. The prize 
was presented by Review 
advertising manager Mar- 
jorle Twyford. ,- 
Your chance to get involved 
Klan House -- Call us for support and Infer- 
marion If you are a victim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to 
women, men and children. Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzhelmer Support Group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. In 
the Library basement. Everyone Is welcome. 
Phone 635-3178. 
Ninon Family Groups are the families and 
•ends of alcoholics. Join us on Monday or 
Thursday evenings at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
rooms on the Psychiatric Ward of Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Note that the Thursday 
group Is a non-smoking gathering. Join us 
starting October 5, on Wednesday afternoons 
i t  the Alcohol and Drug offices at 1:30 p.m. For 
more Information call Kay at 638.1291. 
T m  ChlM Development Centre needs 
vokmteem to assist our therapy and pre-echool 
staff with Individual treatment programs• Ac- 
tivities Include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more Infer- 
marion contact Maureen or Monlque at 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The TMrece Youth Centre's fall houm are: For 
,IO - 12 year olds Tuesdays and Friday8 7 - 9 
"p.m.; For 13 - 19 year olds Mondays and 
Wednesdays 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. We offer ayarlety 
,of programs to Interest everyone who comes 
'through the TYC or you can Just hang out, it's 
~ p to you. We am always In the market for vol- nteem tool The Terrace Youth Centre Is Io. 
* ¢4ted at 4634 Welsh Avenue In the old 3kran. 
"km Hall. 
"Eur/MmKMy elNmlng We Cdbl~ge Night at 
]rllmlewMw Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone In " 
:Mh~ community Is Invited to drop in and catch 
• action• 
"lnteflmted In helping the Scouts or Girl Guides, 
or the community'/Short on time, but still In. 
terested? The B.P. Guild will help you help, 
without necessarily filling Your c&lendir. If you 
don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can still help Scouts through the 
Guild, or If you wished you had gone Into 
Scouting, the Guild can get you helping with 
Scouting events. For more information, con. 
tact Finn Larsen at 638-1377. 
Terrace Association for Community Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
Ing In Terrace. For more Information please 
phone Janlce at 635-9322. 
'The Toastmasters Club meets on the first and 
third Tuesday of every month at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary School, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop In 
and see what it's all about. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an Interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tlan Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m, 
No previous knowledge expected. For more In- 
formation or transportation, call HIIda at 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635.2621. We look forward 
to seeing your 
The Terra©e Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con; 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group Is to provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
In playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4096 or May McFerland at 635.2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family meetings are held the se- 
cond Wednesday of every month. For more In- 
formation phone Dabble at 635-4383 or Helen 
at 6354336• 
Skocna Valley Rehekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. In the Oddfellow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635-2470. 
The Klnette Club of Terrace meets the second 
Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. 
Anyone Interested, please call Donna Mclsack 
at 638-1964. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
JoSephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season• Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635.6511 
during the day. • . 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club play~ the let and 
3rd Thursday of each montll at the L@gJon r. 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Llnda at 635-5992 or 635.9141. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. te l  p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further Info., contact the Happy 
Gang centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090• 
The Kinsmen Club el~Tormce meets the first 
and third Thursday of every month• For further 
Info., call Steve Mclsack at 638-1964. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave., Terrace, re-opens after summer 
closure on Monday, Sept. 19. New center hours 
are Monday to Friday Including lunch hour 
Tuesday evenings 7 to 9 p.m. All women are 
welcome. For further Info. call 638-0228• 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE --  Your Travel In. 
focentre Counsellor is just a telephone call 
away• When you need some answers on plann- 
Ing yourhollday trip or what to do with visitors, 
call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE for some 
HOWTODOIT HELP-  635.2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums -- Anyone Interested In 
learning how to play the bagpipes or the 
drums, please call 635-2009 or 635.5905. Any 
experienced pipers or drummers Interested In 
participating In the Pipe Band are also asked 
to call the above numbers. 
The Terrace Art Association Is looking for 
volunteers to work at the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery afternoons, evenings and weekends. 
Shifts are three hours afternoons and 
weekends and two hours evenings. Any In- 
terested persons who can do one or more 
shifts e month are asked to contact Maureen 
Woroby at 635-4533. 
Anyone Interested In Iolnlng a Survivors of Sex. 
ual Assault group, phone Carol at 635-4042. 
Alcohol and Drug Education rides Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital In the Psychiatric Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
j . r ,  , ~ 
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Sacred ,Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
'11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Rector Rev.: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Hermann DittHch 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9 a.m. service. Child care Is 
available during the 9 a.m. service. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Starting Sunday Nov. 6, Worship Service at 9:30 a•m. 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. ~ 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-S520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath khooh 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
3306 Griffiths 
Pastor: 
ale Unruh - -  U5-7515 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635-3232 





Wed, 7:00 p.m. 
.655.5115 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Servlcw: 
8:30 a.m. / !1:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m• 
3302 Soarks Street 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worshlpg MhthitoN 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. ti45-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Serdce: peeton 
8:30 a.m. John Caplln 
Associate Pastor. Cliff Slebert 
Sunday School: Prayer Time: 
10:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
3511 Sby Street 635.2434 
I The Alliance Church ...... ] 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe J 
9:45 a.m• • • Au't Pastor:Douglas Ginn ] 
Divine Worship. 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. i 
All are cordially Invited | 
Youth M in is t r ies ,  Home Bible S tud ies ,  Visitation | 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 | 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
Far Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Piston 
11 a.m. & 5p.m. Peter S luys ,  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
• 3602 Sparks 635.6173 
I I ] 
Parents of disabled kids get expert advice 
The type of learning disability 
Alice Ross treats can be likened 
to driving a car for the first time: 
"Where's the clutch? grhere's 
the gas pedal? How do I move? 
What do I do?" .Focusing so 
• much on the physical aspects of 
the task makes it hard to concen- 
trate on the purpose of the ac- 
tion: to drive, to move the car 
smoothly in traffic. 
Similarly, she told a Terrace 
audience of about 50 on October 
20, children with cognitive- 
motor dysfunction may focus so 
much on forming each letter, 
they forget what theY were 
writing. The experienced driver 
takes driving for granted, the 
normally functioning student 
soon forms letters and even 
words automatically. "Many 
learning disabled students' dif- 
ficulties stem not from lack of 
basic skills but from slow or 
limited automazation f skills," 
Ross emphasized. 
The Terrace Chapter of the 
Learning Disabilities Associa- 
tion brought Alice Ross and her 
colleague Kim Hiebert in from 
Kaml0ops due to popular de- 
mand. "In response to requests 
from parents in the area who 
had heard about her program, 
we arranged to have her speak 
here," chapter president Debbic 
Dimitrov said. 
The group is also planning to 
~ave educational psychologist 
! •~ i~ ¸ 
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AUTOMOTIVE 
Janice Boothe from Vancouver 
here for a workshop in Feb- 
ruary. "She's considered an ex- 
pert in the field. Nobody in the 
north has her qualifications," 
Dimitrov said. But this depends 
on having funds raised or 
donated so the non-profit group 
can afford the function. 
The goal of two workshops a
year has been set by the seven- 
month-old group. " I f  we can 
educate the public and get 
teachers interested, it will 
CLASSIFIED 
I I I i i 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
. . . . . . . . .  These Ads appear in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers As~iation and reach more than 1,1~,1~0 homes and a potential two million readers. 
.... ; S159. for 25 words 153. per each additional word) Call The Terrace Review at 635-7840 
BUSINESS 
Buy/lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre-approv- 
ed credit. Call collect 464- 
0271. D5231. 
EDUCATIONAL FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED PERSONAL " " 
benefit the children in receiving 
early diagnosis," she said. 
The association also acts as a 
support group for parents o f  
learning disabled children main- 
ly to share informat ion.  
Dimitrov says she got an average- 
of five phone calls a day, start- 
ing several weeks before the first 
public meeting which was held in 
May. 
The Terrace chapter currently 
has over 25 members, and con- 
tinues to grow. 
T 
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven year warranty. 
Payments from $139.1 Me. 
O.A.C. Call lease manager 
at (604).465-8931. DL5584. 
Leasing the popular way to 
own your new pickup. Price 
starts at $20,263. Lease end 
value $3,457. Call Bob 
Langstaff, Norm Diedrlch 
• 327-0431. Free deliverY. 
Take over payments 1988 
• Bronco II $399. per month. 
All makes, cars and trucks 
available. Cash allowances 
for trade-In. Call 1-800-663- 
6933j Dick MIIler~ DL.8195. 
~BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
Hair Loss Problems? I.ateld 
Lighting Fixtures. Western Powder King Ski Village in medical research shows that OPPORTUNITIES Diploma correspondence. Canada's largest display, north central B.C. requires premature hair Io~ relates 
Wanted: Cash In On Mob- Free calendar. High school Wholesale and retail. Free winter staff. If you are ener- to root problems. Don't Be ,e/Manufactured housing up-grading, accounting, Catalogues available. Nor- getlc, friendly, outgoing and Misled by wild olaim8. 
Industry. Dealersldistribu- management, administra- burn Lighting Centre., 4600 good humored please apply. Healthy, wholesome scalp 
tore wanted for exclusive tion, secretarial, computers. • East Hastings Street, Burn- Needed groomers, retai l ,  keeps hair growing. Treat 
areaSFactoryin drectWesternwholesale.Canada" College,EStablished4441964.Robson,Nationalvan. abY,1.299.0666.B.C. V5  2K5. Phone rental, maintenance, patrol, yours Natural ly.  Merge 
Potential $20,000. to couver, 688-4913 toll free kitchen and bar personnel. Prestigious European Her- 
$100,000. per year. Replies 1-800-387-1281~ 24 hours. S ~ d  Apply to: Box 2405, Mac- bal Formula available dire 
strictly confidential. Serious Steam Ship containers, 8'X kenzle~ B.C. V0J 2C0. ectly fronl Importer or quell- 
inquiries to: Manufactured Free: 1988 guide' to study- 8'X3S' long, Insulated and ty  salons $159. ,Send cheque 
in good condition. Call Lor- Booming Business. Prestige or money Drier to: Merge 
Housing Group, 367-21, at-home cor'reepondenee ne or Llnda a t  [6041530- Multlmlllion Dollar Interna- International, 70 - 2789 
10405 Jasper Ave., Edmon- D Ip!oma courses for preMI- 7318. tlonal firm expanding to Hwy. 97 N., Kelowna. VlX ton~ Alta. T5J 3S2. glous oareers: Aooountlng, AlrcondltionlngL Bookkeel)- G ~ t  your areal Earn $800. to 4J8. 1-861-3260. Trade In- 
Toolsll Seeking people to Ing, Business, c, oemetolog~,~ Pricel 'Magnefruits'. Color- $1,500. weekly placing faro- q..uirlee Welcome.. . . 
8ell brand new concept of Eleotrohlee~ LegallMedl-cat ful, cute, soft. Satisfaction DUe designer glftware In REAL ESTATE 
ratchets. Patented. State of Seoretary, Psychology, guaranteed. Set of 5 only local retail accounts. No ex- 
the Artll High Profitlll Tot- Travel. Granton (1A) #2002 $14. Send order to: S. Lam- perlence necessary. Full Oceanvlew Lot, Salt spring 
alJy ground floor. 8-11 a.m. - 1055 Welt Georgia Street, ont, 105 - 1057 K.L.O. Rd., training provided. Call to- Island. One acre, nicely 
Kelowna~ B.C. VIY4X6. d~6(416)756-2111, (416)756- treed, private, exclusive 
Mon-Fri. Phone (604)852- Vancouver. 1-800-2~8-1121. Arthritic pain? Aching '796. area. Best climate in Can- 3335. 
- -  ads.• Excellent property for WhiIe Rock- Profitable PIz- How to Play. Popular Piano back? Stiff Joints? Sleeping Halrstylists And Barbers. retirement home. • $65,000. 
dy course. Fast, easy met h- helpsll Send $1. for bro- throughout British Columbia 
za Place, Beer and Wine~ And Organ. New Home Stu- hands? "Beulah Oi1" Opportunit ies avai lable Phone (604)537-5003. 
delivery, established od. Guarantesdl Also t0r churelinformation: Beulah with the world's largest and 8outh this winter? Your 
years, statements available, Land, Box 1086, Portage La fastest growing International (:holm of 500 plus coast to 
Pralrle~ Man. R1N 3C5. haircare franchise. Advance- coast campsites. $1/day 
U.S.A.  and Canade. Phone 
eleotronic keyboards. For 
High Profit- Superior non- super location and steady Free Information write: Pop- 
year round clientele. Train- Ular Mualo Systems, Studio GARDENING chemical water treatment Ing Included. 439-7331. ment, excellent guarantee systems. ~Territorles •avail- 25,' 3284 Boucharle Road, 
able. Investment required. Revolutionary Business Kf)lowna~ B,C. VlZ 2H2. • Supplles.Greenh°uee and HydroponlCBest selection and andwortheducational$2000, per programSyear in tlonlmemberahipCarl" Temple fo1.782-51251nforms- 
Dealer enquiries: M4 Mar- Body Toning Tables by Free Trade? ReQuest free pricing in Canada. Same value are only some of the or 1-675-4255. 
keting, 2310- 50 Avenue, .B~ly Design. Complete set- leaflet. Read "Technoc- Red Deer, Alberta. T4N up and training. Low Invest- raw's Social Design" ($5. day shipping. Toll free ord- benefits we offer. For more Timberlandll.~kevlew. Five 
1C5. Phone: 1(403)342-1907. ment, high return. 1-800- postpaid). Technocrecy Inc., er line 1,800-663-5610. Information call 530-8173 or minutes south of Nakuep. 24 
Western Water Farms, 1244 write W.S. Hair Salons Ltd., aorta. Estimated 80 loads. 
1002TIIIlcum, Vlotorla, B.C. Seymour Street, Vancouver. Ste. 201 - 19640 -64th Ave., Sunny exposure. $65,000. Make Big Money in spare 681-8894.- V9A 1A8. Request free Mm.- Call for odr~catalogue. time in comfort of own Langley~ B.C. V2Y 1H4. Ken at $slkirk Realty, Box 
home. Free details, send Oil Check Labs. Inc. Want pie Technonraoy Digest. 
self-addressed, stamped en- to live In your home town 478-4481. HELP WANTED Farm Caretaker/Manager 40, Nakusp, B.C. V0G 1R0. 
velope J. Brlggs Enter- ind  earn an excellent in- Eam'Y0uP•TCx Reform C e r - ~ r  Clam Bay Farm on North (~E I~~"  
prises, Dept. J2, Box 158, come? If you area  hard tlficate. Free brochures on. dependable hard workers to Pender Island is looking for 
Port McNIcoll, Ont. L0K worker and willing to learn, Income tax courses or bulo cut shake blocks. • This Job is a full time Caretaker/Man- ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
1R0. we have the opp0rtunlty for ~ u  you! Call 1-800-~1-6697. bookkeeping. U & R Tax physically demanding. $56.1 ager. This person will be Dale Cart-Harris - 20 years 
Services, 1345 Pemblna cord for  trimmers. Must responsible for all of the a trial lawyer with five years 
want to own a business and Hwy., Winnipeg, Manltolm have safety equipment. Re- day-to-day activities includ- medical school before law. 
keep your present Job? Do Body Design ¢ommerol.al R3T 2Be. (20~,)284.1806. sume to: 4678 Ontario Ave., ing the care of animals, 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
you want to know how you toning tables. Leaders in Fra|;N'hll~l available. . Powell River, B.C. VSA 5L6. fields, buildings and gar- perlenced In head Injury 
can start your own busl- pusive exarolee equipment. EQUIPMENT AND Required Immediately Full dens. The successful appli- and other major claims. Per- 
ness? Do you have $35,000. Own your salon for $33,000. MACHINERY Time Registered Nurses to cant must be a self-starter centage fees available. 
equity in Real Estate or N~ franchlm fees or hidden work on a 12 hour rotating and able to work with little 
Investments? Answering costs. 1(604)468-9338 eel- ' "~- -~ L"~-"~'b 'e~'d  sch'edule. Alberta current supervision in a dynamic Youth grants program fund- 
this ad could change your lect. Immediately. With a tob :collective agreement in ef- environment. Excellent ben- ing available. To support 
$35,000., without a fect. Applicants must be efits are Included in the programs which foster lade. 
life? Locations available: $31,000. Two new tires and eligible for registration with compensation package, pendence, participation and 
Prince Rupert, Prince three new brake pots, many the AARN. Please direct all Please apply in person or positive attitudes among 
George,Kamloops,WHIiamsKelowna, Lake,cran. new parts. 842-5395. Inquiries to: Ann Polard, send resume to: Clam Bay the 15-24 year old segment 
brook, Nelson, Trail, Van- FOR SALE Mill(:. Day Supervisor, Box 358, Farm, clo North Shore of B.C. youth. Information? 
couver, Nanalmo, Comox, BUSINESS PERSONALS $"~1 ~--Teas-~-"~t pourrle. Valleyvlew Health Centre, News, 1139 Lonsdale Ave., 387-6065 Victoria. 
8end.S2. for catalogue and Valleyvlew, Alta. T0H 3N0. North Vancouver, B.C. At- 
Campbell • River. Call 530- ~ n ~ W h o  8arnpm8 of flavored teas. (403)524-3356. tention: Gall Dlffner. Is Someone Bugging You? 8173 howl 
Maytag home ety-~e-e ~nn- are you? Call Dianetics Hot The Splee Shop, Box 1007, Experienced couple to men- , . . . . . . . . . . .~  Phone Securlty-PrSdu©ts. 
e=n~vm~,- in r rm- Line Toll Free 1-800-F.O.R.- Siceurnous, B.C. V0E 2V0. age and maintain mobile ~ L • tap detectors, t a 
laundry store franol)lses. T.R.U.T.H.rl-800-367-8788 . 1969-Sm Journal Is home park In Prlnoe . . . . .  ~,, u . , . , ,  , , , , ,  mlttardetectors, tapereeor- 
Exciting new proven con . . . . . .  o,',, cept fo E making money. Stop Snoring. Safe effective much morethanacalendar. George. Accommodation Thinning, Falling Hair? der detectors and muoh 
specte~0Ular growth pot en- battery operated Pavlovlan The dally guide to excel- provided. Resume and ref. Trial offer only $9.95. Guar- more. ~.av,ance ~.,~ur~z~ 
tlah Your own reoesalon conditioning unit sold lence and succeu Pan be erencee to: 8785 Mile8 anteedl Cheque or M.D. to . . . . .  ~-~-. 
proof business. Western around The World. First yours for $25. 8ucoe~ Jour- Road, R.R.#4, Mlulon, B.C, 949 Adair Ave., Coquitlam, z=v.enmga 4z~'~.  
Maytag 438-6294. Time Offered in Canada. nil, 114-525 Seymour, Van- V2VSM2. 826-4988. B.C. V3K 3V8 or "phone TRAVEL . 
$69.95 plus $4.20 Prey. Tax, couvar. VSB 3H7. Allow Resrestlon co-ordinator. (604)526-9638. Vlotorla B.C. 1:he Admiral 
Mobile Home Park, 4.6 ac- plus $2.85 postage and four to six weeks for dell- Permanent Part-time Peel- Do you have credit prob- Motel: FIn.e accommodation, 
res river front. 9 pads rent- handling - $77. PMM Enter- ver~. tlon developing Into full- leme? Rejected by financial nou.Ip~eapmg.unlts, perfe~. 
ed at $85.1mo. since 1988. prise Company, 11958- 94th For 8ale: New portable all time. Therapeutto or ~ Institutions? Nowhere to IDeation, ex¢~,em, ratea .and 
Expanding to 15 peds. 1309 Avenue, Delta, B.C. V4C steel sawmill, 3 held block, reatlon eduoatlon an asset. 
IKI. ft. olflcelresidance, 1 3R9. Visa, M/C, cheque hydraullo drive, 2 exist, 44 All Applicants with related turn? For Information • call 1- friendly, perlonal attention 
bedroom (on lath pad accepted. Trade inquiries Inch Fpattarn law 1 man, eduoatlon, Training or IX- 420-8840, 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 from fanllly owners. _CAA 
perlanCe will be considered, p.m. We bring baok your ..r~. m_mel~..d.KI. •. 25_7 _BeL.~. 
spar, e). property h is  eervlee welcome. (604)931-2617. .983-7330 Prince George, Apply to: Swan Valley B.C. smllel - " ellis 51.. V l¢Or l l ,  t i .u. vsv  
. . . . .  lX l ,  Tel. (eo4)388.e2eT.. area ano excellent private Gun B~rgaln8 - 8ave UP_to Lodge, Direr. or of R~ldant !11~.. n l~.,, co_me revea,ng Pleale me thl8 one-time 
v iew site for future reel- You Have Bullnelm Ques- 40% by zubecriblng to The Care, Bonnie Purdy, Box I~mJej. z.34 .l~ro/~neqy iron lid. 
donee. Town offers liable tlon8, We hive answers. Gunrunner. The Canadian 1880, Creston B.C. V0B ln.o ~ l ly ]  ancient Ih .~klng WANTED 
employment ben for ten- Government Aulstance Pro. monthly ne~. I~par Illtlnli IG0. enigma, For vital free In~r- , 
ants, great r eoreation area. grams. Training - Gouneel- nundro~ of new, u!ea, Oversees Pesitions. Hund- tuition write: Nestor Role, Have an Idea? If so, Nation- 
~Nne~ nelm capital for ring - Free Trade -- Rejlula- modern lind antique fire- red8 of top paying positions. R.R.1j_ W~er~ou, Albartlk al company seeks Ideal, In- 
other plans, Open to ~ tione -Flnancmg, rneuu l l .  Irma for sale er trede, lkJb. All, occupaUons. Attractive ~mem~. tu~ ~¢vo...., ventlone, new products. Cell ' 
offers on $80,000. until ex- neea Information Centre, i~rlptlon S~0. o W__Lee~. to: benefits. Free details. Over. 
e_eml Employment Services, Panllon flnllhed. Box 772, $88-22~-or 1-800-e~-04~ ~iunrunm~'~ BmiSeST,,I.eth- -1-800.~B3-9643 or 1184,5030, 
Me:Bride, B.C, V0J. ~4) .  (Toll-_Fr~_), Federal Bulk brl~l)l ~ A b~l .~syl J  l Z4, De~wt. CA, Box 460, Mount - . . . . . . . .  " '  aSkBine.for Mr. Normand LI -  
1 ~ ~ 1  e '! ~ " J ', . . . . .  h im ,t:~tloment Bonk, It  1:/6. , , ,~ueb~,  H3P 3C7;. .. . . . .  . . . .  ; ........ .. ;~ .: , . .  : ....... , .,, ,:,.~ , .; ....... ".".:;..,, , :. 
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I M rvin ' ByTomArmstrong l 
',,=,, A/IAMA4OTH I WIlY DO MODERN ~ I",TC"~=~ LL TAK  TH~ OLD~,pa~RS~TT~u~FF 1 
' ",,. ,. _ , _  I FILMHAK~R5 T~IHK FILM, I'~!I~:'::':]:~~~::::':i::]"~,~SR~K'RT'PW ',T'SH~C~S,AR, TOIIA"'n'H~OV~RTqbA:'I|~-B~[EV_OUR 1"1 
I / ' ~ ~ ,  ~x'" 1400, ABOUFZlO_ HAvE ISIJOWALLTIJEBLOODIL 140RRORHOVIESr-'J~F -'~ HEAU x/ ,I 
ONE, FOUND IIV 1799 . ~.*:',, | = ~ '~, :  
I ~ ~ ~ : . .  4T-m~ u.££#.Ac~Y [ ~ ~ i ; ( q  I~~~rxK\  I~1 ~ ,,-J~ I ! ~ (  ` 
I ~uo, T; - IE I~E IS  THEB~EZOVI~/4_~A_MMOTH,  ALSO IH . , . " " " . .. 
I LENINGRAD, eELIEVEO TO eE o~_.R 3p,,ooo YEAP..SOLO. I D ~'~ l l " BY JOHNNY HART I 
n 
I ~u~ ~ ~u- I  T .~ FmSF PEmSO~T9 I O~Z~ R~S~U I . • ~ ,  : ,~-~-~ ~ I -~ ~,  _ • . _ ~  
I S ~ # ~ ~ £ ~ r ~ . , / - ~ o u r  ~6,ooo I ." ~ ( ~ ' ~  - . . -~ ,k \  I " i ~ ~  ~ . ~ ' .  
I ""s'=nrr°"° I I ". ' l " q . . . .  : : I ~P~~A~aC~Ter - r=P I l l  ~ ~ ' ~  HI  C~AOIFF  ~ I : *  : 
L__ __a  ~%~~ J I I  ~~i iL  I! ~ 
Terrac.elntedors:Ltd. -' • ,~/~. ~.  I~-~-~J ~~ 
Extenorandmtenor.p.amts ~lU ~/- , _  I .:J~'~ I ~~ 
Armstrong flooring • H~dmg carpets ' i ~ / . .A~v~ I :~,(~:'//':,/~- I ~I~F /,.A~ ~'~'~ 
Sunwo~hy wallpaper ' l ~'' " l i t _  /:~o,~L, ~,}.,l '~':/~ 1 .'.] ~. /~~ ,~ 
'A 11 the supp l ies  you  need , .~,;z.'~, •. ; ,~  ~ . . . . . . . -  
4610 Lazelle .~We. 
635.6600 
ACROSS 
t Thin, as air 
§ Female deer 
8 Fr. River 
12 Type of Jacket 
13 Shade I r~ 
14 Rues. ruler 
1§ Contemptible person 
16 Warns 
18 Selad plant 
20 Choral composltlon 
21 Brad 
23 Oshkosh, abbr. 
24 Excuses  
28 Snakelike fish 
31 Mine product 
32 Candidates list 
33 King Fr  
34 Knock 
35 Eastern guide 










~[_~I~l- ; ~ ~ ~ 
~l~It4/~L- ~N qrl~Inl 
IIgI~l.Ol !1 .::tl~]lnlnl:~l~ 
52 Belonging to 
Peer Gynts molher 
53 Rllle 
54 Creel Lake 
55 Have been 








~ Palmyra leaf palm 
Oetrich.like bird 
8 Futile 
g Temperature line 
10 Rational 
11 Former 
t? Telegraph money 
order. Inlt. 
19 Colorado ski resort 
22 Ogle 
24 Pro 
25 "__. pronobls" 
26 One who regrets 
• 21 Depots 




39 __  Renter 




46 Per l .  to  IIIghl 
47 Den 
48 Stalk 
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"Well, where's the tomato surprise?" 
TRIVIA 
After Augusto Pinochet Ugarte 
took power in Chile following a 
violent coup in 1973, his troops 
swept up as many as one in every 
.125 Chilean adults, purged many 
from job or classroom, tortured 
others, sent thousands into exile 
or concentration camps, and killed 
perhaps 5,0U0 people while nearly 
Newly detected size changes 
in the brain of young guinea pigs 
suggest hat low levels of lead 
now legally safe may be harmful 
to the immature brain of mam- 
mals, says a Texas A&M scien- 
tist. The findings raise questions 
about how even legally low levels 
may affect children. Star-shaped 
• 700 vanished without a trace, says 
~ 1  ~oozr ,~ ~..w.~,~,~s~m" 6w~.z ~ / ~  ~m~o~. I NationalGeographic. larger after cxposure. 
I~R,  gP~"  __gm~O_~ I I  g ,~ '~,q~. /~W Io~,+~l~/./~t~.,t, t fcrrt Jwl~qr.  I g~.cg)ve /~ X#AWA¢7" I " 
I. ~m~ee, ,  ~.~_.__~J,__~JT I I ~ mz~vo~ou~r  mzmaer.e/veYou~ evz'af l z~...n~vw/ /vmoe. I 
I /  ~ • _~._ .LE~ I I~T~' .  ~VO~~O~ C.~, )~,~' -  ~-  I zmvr~ ~ I 
I :  ~ ~evffr  I I ~ ~ .  ~w'n~To \ ~._~vPuT ~w,~'L I ;omA~.~!  ' ~r~,. I 
I '  .g=, ' ~ .~ I I \ #eu~,zoo~,/e~r,~.l ~ wu/ I I ~ , .  "~Z._ ,I ~ 
- 0 
. ~.~,.:~ 
I Your  Week  Ahead Horoscope  
l l~,l l~! p~r~ ~ ~ [ . Forecsstreriod:11,6-11/12/88 
, • ~r . .  ~ ~=; e I AR I~ Aspects favor res~m:hing a pet project. Hard-to-  I MX.~/~O~/OV TO I £'~ 6OA~ TO ~;~ I '  ~ . .,~.~.j;,~v~,..,. e 
i I ~ ' ,~ .~m, ,m/ ' l  eo/~en;,exe, e (;~et, v I ,~." ~-'~"~'| I M.r.U-Apr.lP f ind material seems to fall in your lap, makinB 
I / .~ , ,~:x / rTO~!  I /~ : . /  A~oo-  I / . '~"  - t. thejobeasy. 
"- I h ~ I ' / 1 , -C :  , | TAURUS Partners or associates seem tO change course. 
I Apr. 20-May 20 Make your vote count.Let your views be known. 
I GEMINI Be prepared for additional responsibilities in 
I May 21-.lune 20 keeping with occupational advancement. Man- 
I agement looks to you for leadership. 
I CANCER There is about you an air of physical well being 
I June21-July22 that inspires the confidence of others. Social 
I contactsabound. 
I LEO A too-assertive attitude can lead to ego con fron- 
[ ,July 23.Aug. 22 tations with family members. Try to maintain a 
I calm exterior. 
. ~ ~ [ - -  6or 7/~e 1,0/.- Y0u OXl£O Z CAN, ~T'~ . i~ i  Lp  4, . / .oro,~ [ ' VIRGO Relationships with friends and neighbors are o f  a I Aug. 23-Sept.22 congenial nature. Romantic ov rtures are sur- 
I prisingly well received. 
T. !_ ~ I u~ ,~vf  ~e~.He~g. Illl,~y-~,~: ro - |  I LIBRA . Control your spending habits. Too many expen- i I!! ' I [ / I Sept" 23"(kt" 22 careful s ve items hold too much attraction for you. Make selecti ns. ' 
v I SCORPIO Family business matters are apt to be of primary. 
• " I Oct. 23-Nov. 21 concern. There is a desire for change in the do- 
l mestic environment• 
I I SAGITTARIUS Partnership affairs take a surprising turn. You 
I Nov. 22-Ik,¢. 21 may be able to remedy a difficult situation foran 
I associate. 
I CAPRICORN It's hard to maintain an unrelenting attitude 
| Dec. 22Jan. 19 toward one who stirred up trouble. Career pros- 
I pectslook favorable.  
I AQUARIUS Others look to you to bring matters out in the 
I ,Jan. 20-Feb. 18 open, Be truth ful. The spotlight is on you. 
I ' P ISCES 
Ar~I4Z/N6,,. 
AZ2WCA/V 
• H2U T~/., 
7HATt 
( 
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,,,,z~ ~7"~1 
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~. x~t  I 
. Be a'generous giver when asked to help cover tui- 
i .. Feb. 19-Mar. 20 tion at a school of higher learning. [~[ill i,ii':!:: Ii:)!:IBER TESSEN i!! i ii! ~ 
I 
! ; i  , ,c, ~ , ~ . ~ ~ ,  . a large variety o! , , ~ :i!,:, 
!~q.~ !:'. :: :: !~:,'~lli~6~__.,,~.~.ll~ml~ " . meats, cheeses, European' ;:i 
!;: " ' dBI~SII~Q~"J~,.~'~]L'~,.t novelties, super : 
: : .~r~r .~-} .  ~ - ~ )  sandwiches., fresh satads., : : 
: ::' :: : :: :,! .~ "= '~,~'~. . . "~ i l~ ' J  .... We cater for large . 
.::( : " .  " :  ~ /~ '  . . , '~ -~ small parties and picnics.. " . 
:::.:4~ :.:~::- i ,• 
,,.%,:": 4603Park Ave. Terrace (across from the library) 
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Wanted: one horse, 15 hands high or 
• more, gentle. Price negotiable. 
Phone 635-2242. 11116p 
4 gentle saddle horses; good for 
children, to good homes only. Ask- 
Ing $800. - $800. Phone 694-3521 
evenings. 11111 
Classified Ads- Deadline is Monday. 1 p.m. 
AIa  public ~rvlce the Terrace RevLew will print free of charge anyad offering to share 
something with the commun!ty (eg., rides, child care, free item~. In addition there will be 
no charge for "Lost & Found' or for ads placed by individuals seekin'g work. "~ 
RATES: Nora-display. per issue: $4.00 for 30'words or less, additional ~ 
words 5¢ each. ~ L ~ * 
Display - per Issue: $4.75 per column Inch. i ~ i.~ : 
• We rese~e the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement . . . .  .... • i 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment o: 4535 Grelg Ave . . . . .  
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M7 
Expeflenced babysitter needed for 
weekend slttlng. Phone 638-8398. 
tfnc 
Five temporary people needed Ira. 
mediately in Terrace to update the 
annual City Directory. No selling, no 
experience necessary. Minimum of 
25 hours/week but hours very flexi- 
ble. Contact: B.C. Directories, 4650 
Lakelee Ave., Rm. C, 635-4431. 1112p 
1986 Mercury Capri; cruise control, 
AMIFM cassette player, fully loaded, 
23,000 kms. Asking $9,000. Phone 
624-6163. 11118 
1982 Chevrolet Impala; good runn- 
ing condition. Asking $2,000 obo. 
Phone 624-2773• 11111 
1980 Pontiac Phoenix hatchback; 4 
speed, 4 cylinder, excellent mechan- 
ical condition, very clean. Asking 
$2,000 obo. Phone 635-3751. 11111 
1973 Cutlass Supreme; black/grey, 
AMIFM cassette, excellent running 
condition. Asking $1,500. Phone 
635-7933. 1111 
1987 Chew Malibu, candy applered, 
completely restored. Asking $8,500. 
Phone 635-5027. 1112p 
1987 Honda CRX SI. Black, ex. con- 
dition, 30,000 km. Phone 638-0245 
for appointment o view. 11123p 
1976 Sub 99, excellent condition. 
Needs new door handle, new side 
rear window latch, and starter 
(Bosch). Otherwise it Is an excellent 
front wheel drive car - -  2 door. Ask- 
ing $2,500. Call Chris at 635.2075. 
• 12/7p 
1978 Chevy Nova, Just over 40,000 
orlglnal tulles. Needs new radlator 
and rear brakes. Rust on drlver's 
slde and rear wheel wells. Excellent 
condltlon otherwlse. Runs llke a top. 
350 automatic. Asklng $1,900. Call 
Chrls at 635-2075. 1217p 
1982 Honda Accord, 5.speed, 80,000 
ml. Sunroof, new muffler, new 
brakes, 4 extra winter radials, per- 
moshine. Asking $4,800. Call 
635-3077, evenings, or 638-3158. Ask 
for Dean. 1217p 
1915 Volkswagon Beetle, 63,000 
miles, good running condition, 





General Office Clerk 
posttton avatlable. 
Applicants must have 
accurate typing skills 
and enjoy Working 
with the public.  
Insurance knowledge 
would be an asset but 
is not a requirement. 




4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1 
OPTOMETRY OFFICE 
has two full-time positions available for 
persons who are willing to learn, and enjoy 
working with the public in a busy and profes. 
signal office. 
One position for a friendly, experienced 
receptionist, typing required, computer 
knowledge an asset. 
The other position for an optician trainee who 
must enjoy interacting with the public and 
should be mechanically minded. 
Submit resume and hand written cover letter = 
to: 
Mrs. K. Clark-Mol 
• 4550 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P7 
Deadline for applications: November 14, 1988. 
1119c 
REPORTER WANTED 
Experienced newspaper reporter for a week ly  
newspaper wanted. Photographic skills required 
and preferably our own 35 mm camera equipment. 
Salary negotiable depending, on experience. 
Send resume to: . 
. " , .  , 
Michael Kelly ~i: 
• TerraceReview :~ : ::: 
: 4535 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M7 
or phone 
635-7840 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
ASSISTANT ADMIN ISTRATOR 
Community Nurse 3 
Institutional Services, Continuing Care 
11130c 




to work full time in a 
progress ive  modern  
salon. Must have B.C. Four hard.working people wanted to 
license and 2 years shampoo carpets. $1,200/mon. 
guaranteed to qualified applicants. 
experience. Apply at: Phone 635.3066 between 1 and 3: 
Rhonda's p.m. dally. 1112c 
Part.time Nurse wanted to complete iHair Designs "Insurance medical. Blood extraction: 
4624 Greig .Ave. . necessary. Car essential. Will train: 
and provide all equipment, Please 
Terrace, B.C, reply to: Bodi Metric Profiles of' 
..,,,~ ,=,,o-, Canada, 326 - 4501 NOrth Road, !: 
,: Burnaby, BiG, V3N 4R71 • . . . .  1112e :. 
Competition H L881406B $30,083 - -  $35,247 
Participate in planning and administration of Home •Nursing Care 
Programs, co-ordinate/administrate provisions of direct nursing 
care; supervise nursing and support staff, prompt and Interpret 
program objectives within community. 
Qualifications --  RNABC License; Prefer BSN and some experience; 
or PHN diploma and three years recent related experience; or two 
years Health Care Administration course and two years recent 
related experience; may use own car on expenses. Applicant subject 
to satisfactory reference Including police record review. Certain 
police records ma~ preclude appointment o this vacancy. Smoking 
restricted. 
Send applications stating location of preference on application to: 
Wendy Schmidt, Regional Human Resource Officer, MIn!stry of 
Health, Regional Human Resources Office, North, 1444 Edmonton 








I . . . .  
'; ;' ::i" i~i : i i i 16p  
, ,  i 
• Full or Part-time Position 
available for an 
Experienced, Aggressive, Self-Motivated 
Sales Person in Newspaper Advertising 
• ; ,  • . 
Artistic and Creative ability an asset 
Phone 635-7840 
between 8:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m. 
Ask  for Mark or Marjorie tfnp 
! 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
LONG TERM CARE ASSESSOR 
. L " 
('ART-TIME) • 
"c ommunity Nurse 3 
Institutional Services, Continuing Care Services 
PRINCE GEORGE ~ , 
Competlt lon H L88:2074A . . . . . . . .  $30,063 - -  $35,247 
Receive referrals, assess, recommend on ellglblllty and counsel 
cllents and famllles re: home support servlces and faclllty 
placement; partlclpate In dlstrlbutlon, plann!ng, Implementatlon of 
servlces for overall health care. 
Quallflcatlons - -  RN; Prefer BSN (publlc health content); some 
experience or PHN diploma and three years experience; may use own 
car on expenses. Appllcant subject to satlafactory references 
Including pollce record revlew. Certain pollce records may preclude 
appolntment o thls vacancy~ Smoklng restricted. 
Send appllcationsto: Wendy Schmldt, Reglonal Human Resource 
Officer, Mlnlstry of  Health, Reglonal Human Resources Office, 
North, 1444 Edmonton Street, Prlnce George, V2M 6W5. 
1112c 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE i :  
Community Nurse 3 . .  
Community and Family Health Services 
Competition HL88:1600B $30,084-  $3S,247' 
There are several Public Health Nursing positions vacant in Northern 
British Columbia; two in Dawson Creek, one in Prince Rupert, one In 
Mackenzie and one In Prince George. An eligibility list for other 
positions (both regular andauxillary) in Northern British Columbia is 
also being established. Please state location of preference on your 
application. 
Duties - -  plan/organize family focused health services for assigned 
area for prenatal, Infant, preschool, adult/geriatric population; 
communicable disease programs through clinics, home/office visits • 
to enhance individual/family/group capabilities; provide health 
education and promotion services; Information person to public, 
agencies/boards; coordinates licensing of community care facilities; 
other related duties. 
Qualifications --  RN; prefer BSN (public health content) or PHB 
diploma and three years experience; may use own car on expenses. 
Applicant subject to satisfactory references Including police record 
review. Certain police records may preclude appointment to this 
vacancy. Smoking restricted. 
Send application to: Wendy Schmldt, Regional Human Resource 
Officer, Ministry of Health, Regional Human Resources Office, 
North, 1444 Edmonton Street, Prince George, V2M 6W5. 
1112c 
I I I 
, "  , , 
Reliable, hard working lady will do Will babYsit two children In my 
housework, $81hour. Phone 638-0493 home, 8 a,m. to 5 p.m, MondaylFri- 
afternoons, evenings or weekends.' day. Have babysitting certificate. 
*•, • 11116p Phone 63512841. ~ . . . .  111 i l  
Dependabie woman wil l  do Mother Will babysit, in your home,: 
housework, $101h0ur, Mon.,:Tues.,,.days. $2. per hour per child..Write.. 
Thure,, Frl. Referencek~'r ~,S~ipp!!~l,::'~'24~i;i;71~;~A:~nue West, F"~,;~el 
Phone63~2.  ..... ~' i ~. :* ~i2/7p H pe , . . . . . .  , : ~ . . :  ...... ~ i  
- . . . .  . : , CLASSIFIED 
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AVON 
• Welcome to 
Christmas 1988 ! 
Earn money and still be 
at home when your 
children get back from 
school. Become an 
Avon representative for 
your neighbor. Flexible 
hours, professional 
sales training, no car 
necessary. 




F0rRent : ; : ;  :i 
For Sale, Misi~.: ~:. 
OFFICES FOR RENT 
Newly renovated offices 
4600 Block Lakelse 
1 - -  200 square feet 
1 - -  850 square feet 
Phone 638-1446 






1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
I unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
Marine i 
Manor Vi l la 
Apartments 






Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, ldundry 
facilities and parking. , 
638-8398 " °  
I I 
FOR RENT 
* 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
Laundry facilities 8 balconies 
, Two blocks from downtown 
. Renls start at $340.00 
* References required 
Woodland Ap_artments 
635.3922 or ik15.5224 
For rent or lease: 1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. Lots of parking. 
For further Information phone 
635-3355. tfnp 
One bedroom furnished unit in 
Thornhlll, $275 per month. Phone 
6354453. 11/23p 
Three bedroom mobile home In 
Thornhill, natural gas heat, 
$3251month. Phone 635-4453. 11123p 
Three bedroom trailer with frldge, 
stove, washer/dryer, heat & hydro In- 
cluded. $5001mon. Phone 635-5993 
between 10 a.m. and 12 noon. 
- 1112p 
ROOM & BOARD 
, Room and board available now for a 
.lady. No smoking, drinking or pets. 
Phone 635-3360. 1112p 
Exercise bike. Asking $75. Phone 
624-6562, if nobody home please 
leave message on answering 
machine. 11125 
Utllitylsnowmobile trailer. Asking 
$150 obo. Phone 632:4536. 11111 
Hlghchair, $5. Gate, $6. Fisher Price 
tool set, $7. Heavy-wearever Dutch 
oven & 2 saucepans each with lid, 
asking $50 for set. Phone 635.2859. 
11111 
Child's backpack, $15. Phone 
624-3934. 11111 
Twin stroller wanted urgently. Front • 
& back child position not side-by- 
side. Phone 627-1022. 11111 
Colonial floral pattern Ioveseat, ask- 
ing $225. Assorted VW parts. Phone 
632-5992. 11118 
Brand new crochet tablecloth, 6'x4'. 
Asking $350. Phone 635-9854. 11118 
I I  I I II I I I 
"Best in Town!', Motorcycles 
Summit Square 
,One bedroom from: 
Apartments 
I! s 6o 1 Two bedroom from:. moo,. . .per month 
• Attractive, sp'aclous, with storage room. 
I I  Colored appliances and fixtures. , 
Beautifu'l cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
i 
I I  Large balconies with screened patio decal  
• Laundry facilities. 
• • ~ecurity enter~ohonea end dea¢lbolte. 
• Fully draped and to.ordinated to wlw'carpets,' : . !~:: 
• SIx channel satellite T.V. 
• Racquet courts, i : 
Ample parklnF. , :, " . . . .  
~ lu lmd.  " ' : '  .... . . . . .  Refm,n~,a 
Phone: 635,5968 ** / 
. . . . .  " "  " I I I i - I I 1~1 I I I I  I I I I  I i l  "~ 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7640. tfnp 
140,000 BTU Newmac wood-oil com- 
bination furnace. Asking $950. 
Phone. 635-3009. 1112p 
As new boy's hockey skates, top 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, 
sz. 11, 12 & 1. Phone 638-8398 or 
635-4140. tfnc 
For sale - -  Fischer wood stove, 
$100. Call Chris at 835-2075. 12/7p 
Commodore pdnter DPS1101, Daisy 
wheel, good condition. Asking $250 
o.b.e. Phone 635-3656. 12/7p 
Fischer steel heater, carpenter's 
table with 3 vices, 21-1b. propane 
tank, 33Y:-lb. propane tank. Phone 
635-3360, 1112 p 
3-seater sofa & chair. Asking $200. 
Phone 624-3934. 11111 
1 ester kitchen centre food prepara. 
tion system, brand new, paid $500. 
Asking $300. Phone 635-2580. 11111 
1 pair extra wide burgundy draw 
drapes, lined, excellent material, 
l ike new. Asking $350. Phone 
635-2580. 11111 
1 coffee table & 2 end tables, hex- 
agon style, with doors & brass 
handles, excellent condition. Asking 
$300. for set. Phone635-2580. 11111 
1 Love seat; brown & gold tweed, ex. 
tra pillows, excellent condition. Ask. 
lag $300. Phone 635.2580. 11/11 
Bar & 3 stools; leatherette complete 
with walnut finish. Really nice. Ask. 
lag $200 obo. Phone 638-8684. 11111 
Must sell. Wine color wall-to-wall 
drapes, lined, excellent condition. 
Asking $300. 2 Lazy Boy chairs, 
beige $100. gold $50. Portable radio 
and double cassette deck with 3D 
super woofer, excellent condition. 
Asking $75. Phone 635-2580. 11/11 
Couch, Ioveseat, Ottoman chair. 
Asking $450 obo. Phone 632-2425. 
11/18 
Boat For Sale 
1972 -- 24 ft. Sea Ray, 255 hp. Mere 
FWC, standup head, new canvas 
and bottom paint, complete with 15 
hp. Johnston, VHF, CB, depth 
sounder, 2 anchors and trailer. 
Recent survey. Moorage at M.K. Bay 
Marina. Priced for quick sale at 
$9,500. Phone 632.5689 after 6 p.m. 
or 635-3178 during the day. 12/7p 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road, $120 per month. 
Phone 635.5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
1979 Suzuki GS 400; excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $850. Phone 635-2506. 
11111 
Peavey Mark IV bass amplifier with 
1810 speaker cabinet, containing 
one 18" and two 10" speakers. Ask- 
ing $900. Phone 635-9638. 11/25 
Older Westinghouse stereo 8-track, 
AM/FM. Asking $50. Phone 824.3934. 
11111 
b]azdm 
~ !:::"¢all ,The Terrace:-, 
Review at~: 
635.7840 : ~i 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your alter. 
natives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST. 
ING. tfn 
Kitimat Crisis Lir, a and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day . . . .  tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, Information 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12. 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
Kelum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Wanted: anyone who can speak 
Mandadn Chinese or anyone who 
knows someone who can speak it. 
Contact Walt Mclntyre, supervisor 
of directed studies, Caledonia 








Attractive 3.bedroom homo, in ideal 
location, 2 bathrooms plus ensure, 
fireplace, fully finished downstairs, 
double-wide driveway, carport. Two 
week occupancy. Reduced to 
$87,500. Appointment only 635-6547. 
1112p 
I 
Nice, very clean 4-bedroom (3 up, 1 
down), cedar-sided home in excel- 
lent location. Carpeted veranda, 
'rock walkway, quiet street, large 
garden, basement mostly unfinlsh- 
ed. •Private sale. Asking $64,500. Call 
635-3597 for appointment o view. 
11123p 
Large lot for sale on east side of 
Kenney, Just south of Agar, $12,000 
o.b.o. Phone 635-7421. 114p 
For Sale by Owner 
1,100 sq. ~,ft, "3-bedroom home:: 
Recently refUrbished. 5 blocks to 
hospital and grade school. 2 blocks 
to corner stem/laundromat. Quiet 
street by Rota'~j Ball Park and k!ds 
park. Fenced back yard with garoen " 
and 3 fruit trees. New roof and gut- 
ters. New kitchen cupboards --. 
basically all new throughout • 
upstairs. Unfinished basementwlth 
.lots of potentlgl for .rec room or 
basement suite: '.Natural gas heat 
and water. Excellent airtight 
woodstove. Must be seen. Call Chris 
at  635-2075. Asking $58,888.88, 
because It sounds less than $60,000. ".. 
12/7p. 
1986 • Dodge D.50 Power Ram, asking 
• $7,600. Phone 635.3009. 1112p 
1981 Suburban ,),-ton truck, V-8, 
auto. transmission, tape deck. C/W 
trailer package. Asking $5,000 o.b.e. 
Phone 635-3780. 1112p 
1976 Jeep Pickup 4 x 4. Must sell. 
First offer over $2,000 takes. Phone 






$3. per each 
additional word 
, Christmas Parties , 
, Wedd ings ,  
, Banquets ,  
-k Service Club Act iv i t ies ,  
Ideal for groups of  50 -  80 
Call early to  book  the 
:eena Valley Gol f  & Country Club 
for your preferred date.  
3525 Gol f  Course Road 
635-2542 
. ,  , . , 
idService; : "" * . . . . . .  ~ Bar Service 
ice Floor . . :~. • ~ Music Available 
' . . . .  " " (on request) 
I I 
' t  ¸ i 
L 
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CLAS 3IFIED 
STOP SMOKING IN 1 SESSION 
LASER THERAPY AS SEEN ON TV 
• Laser is the most modern therapy 
• . Soft laser is painless, harmless, no negative side effects 
• Soft laser stimulates points, you lose desire.to smoke ~. 
• Diet and withdrawal points Included " 
• 85% success rate ~ ~i. ..... ., ,- 
TERRACE, NOVEMBER 12 ONLY 
1.800-6634450 - .  
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 




• Ministry of Forests 
COMMERCIAL FOREST 
NURSERY CONTRACT(S) 
Tenders and proposals will be received by the 
Director, Silviculture Branch. Ministry of Forests, 
Third Floor, 31 Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C, VSW 
3E?, not later than 13:30 hours on November 24, 
1988. 
Contract(s): 1988/89-1 
Production of up to 5.0 million one-year.old container 
seedlings to be grown In greenhouses. 
Notes: 
Tenders and proposals will only be accepted :rum per- 
sons eligible to bid as described in the Contract Par- 
ticulars, 
The minimum quantity for which proposals will 
considered is 500,000 seedlings, 
Prospective contractors who do not presently have a 
container seedling nursery contract with the Ministry 
of Forests wlU be limited to a maximum quantity of 3,0 
million seedlings under this Contract. 
Tenders and proposals must be submitted on the 
forms and in the envelopes supplied which, with par- 
ticulars, may be obtained from the Director, 
Silviculture Branch, Ministry of Forests, Third Floor. 
31 Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E? --  Atten- 
tion: Private Nursery Officer (Tel. No.: 387-1191). 
Tenders will be publicly opened in the First Floor" 
Boardroom, 1450 Government Street, Victoria. B.C. 
on November 24. 1988 at 13:30 hours, 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
11/2c 
. Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Forests 
COMMERCIAL FOREST 
NURSERY CONTRACT(S) 
Tenders and proposals will De received by the 
Director, Silviculture Branch. Ministry of Forests, 
Third Floor, 31 Bastion Square, Victoda,'B.C. V8W • 
3E7, not later than 13:30 hours on November 24, 
1988. 
Contract(s): 1988/89-2 
Production of up to 5.0 million one.year-old container 
seedlings to be grown in opencompounds or 
greenhouses. 
Notes: 
Tenders and proposals will only be accepted from 
persons eligible to bid as described in the Contract 
Particulars. 
The minimum quantity for which proposals will be 
considered is 500,000 seedlings, 
Prospective contractors who do not presently have a 
container seedling nursery contract with the Ministry 
of Forests will be limited to a maximum quantity of 3.0 
million seedlings under this Contract, 
Tenders and proposals must be submitted on the 
forms and in the envelopes supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained from the Director, 
Silviculture Branch. Ministry of Forests. Third Floor, 
31 Bastion Square, Victoria, B.C, VSW 3E7 -Atten" 
tion: Private Nursery Officer (Tel, No,: 387-1191). 
Tenders will be publicly opened in the First Floor 
Boardroom, 1450 Government Street, Victoria..B.C. 
on November 24, 1988 at 13:30 hours. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
11/2c 
THE CiTY OF TERRACE 
INVITES YOU R 
PROPOSALS FOR THE 
DISPOSAL OF A 
SURPLUS PAINT BOOTH 
Make - -  DEVILBISS 
Dimensions - -  34' long x 16' wide x 14' high 
--  Doors: 13' 10" hlgh x 12' wlde 
The paint booth Is located at  the Publlc 
Works yard, 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, 
and can be viewed on: 
Monday, November the 7th, 1988 
between the hours of 1:00 p.m. to 2:.00 p.m, 
The paint booth will be sold on an "e l  Is - -  
where Is" basis for removal no later than 
April 15th, 1989. 
The lowest or  any tender will not necessar- 
ily be accepted. 
Please submit your bid in a sealed envelope 
clearly marked: 
"TENDER - -  PAINT BOOTH" 
Bids will be received by: 
The City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2X8 
Attention: E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
No later than: 3:00 p.m on Thursday, 
November 10th, 1988. 
1112c 
" " R 
home if it's Terra 
WES BEESTON: :Back  in - 
Terrace after  re ject ing 
urban l ifestyle. 
Abbotsford to fili the position 
of Commerc ia l  Accounts  
Manager, He lived and worked 
in Terrace for two and a half 
years until, in Nov. 1987, the 
Bank of Montreal transferred 
him again --  this time to the 
Sunshine Coast to fill a similar 
position in the Sechelt branch. 
Now Beeston wasn't entirely 
unhappy about this move. He 
lived' with his .family only a 
block fromthe beach --  and the 
glitter and glow of Vancouver 
life was only a short drive and 
ferry ride away. But he soon 
discovered there was something 
wrong. 
The nearest .pool and theater, 
for example, were in Gibsons 
Landing - -  a half hour. drive 
away. "It 's a very beautiful 
spot. it's a beautiful retirement 
community,'" he explains. "But 
the lifestyle is very slow and you 
just don't have the same services 
and facilities as Terrace." And 
so Beeston quit the Bank of 
Montreal.after -11~ years of ser- 
vice, 
• Out of work and searching for t 
Utopia, Beeston headed for 
Vancouver. For him, this was a 
logicaldirection to head. After 
all, he lived in Abbotsford 
before coming to Terrace so had 
some inkling of what to expect. 
Or did he? "You used to be able 
to miss the rush hour traffice at 
quarter to five," he says; "but 
now you're in the middle of it. 
Vancouver's grown that fast." 
This presented somewhat of a 
predicament for Beeston --  the 
time it would take to commute 
to and from work. "I wouldn't 
be home at any sort of 
reasonable hour for the kids," 
he explains. " I  had to think hard 
about the type of job I 'd do in 
Is Terrace too small, too big, 
too remote? Before you throw 
the kids in the trunk and head 
for greener pastures, you may be 
wise to talk to someone who's 
tried.., and come back. Was 
Beeston is the Small Business 
Development Officer for the 
Federal Business Development 
Bank in Terrace, and :he's just 
recently returned after a stint on 
the Sunshine Coast. 
by Tod Strachan 
Why? Well, Beeston says, 
"To be honest with you I think 
Terrace is a phenomenal City , -  
especially for families." Now 
this may seem like a strange 
comment o many locals who 
dream of bright city lights with 
unlimited facilities - -  but 
Beeston says that life in the 
south just isn't what it's imagin- 
ed to be. 
Beeston first moved to Ter- 
race in 1985 when the Bank of 
Montreal transferred him from 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
OOO® ® 
:i i ii; Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
4818 Hwy. 16 West 
'~--~ "~" rL~: SUNDAY:  Terrace Athletics Assn, 
: , ,MONDAY:  Terrace Minor Hockey 
'TUESDAY: Kermodes or Jaycees 
~ I .""" " "W THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets 
.~. Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn. 
• SATURDAY: Parapelegic Foundation 
18  Regular 
Games 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Clu 
EVERYONE; WELCOMEI 
(Age 14 years and up) 
Thank you/Have  a Nice dayl 
0 Games 
the community a 
at what's important - -  family. 
That ' s  my number  one 
priority.', 
So Beeston hit the open road 
looking for a job and the right" 
community. And like a magnet, 
returned to Terrace - -  "just for 
a holiday". And he says that this 
led him to do some heavy think- 
ing about what Terrace has to  
offer the family. And what it has 
to  o f fe r ,  he  says ,  is 
"incredible". Also, he says, 
there's the people. Friends, ac- 
qua intances  and busine.ss 
associates who .he says bring 
back "some very  fond 
memories". 
Beeston is now back in Tar-- 
race, and after his experience it 
will probably be some time 
before he gets itchy feet again. 
• Andif  he does -  it's almost car-: " 
tain that his wife, Gall, and his 
children, .two~3/ear-old Alison 
and f0ur-year-old Jessica~ Will 
pullthis clipping fromthe fami- 
ly album and make him sit down 
and read and remember. The 





The national Kinsmen Club 
convention last summer has 
resulted in a major policy 
change which now allows any 
woman to join an~ participate in
the Kinette ClUb. Previously, 
membership was only open to 
the wives of Kinsmen members. 
According to Jackie Rose, a 
local Kinette, the club is "uni- 
quely" Canadian and shares 
• with the Kinsmen the desire to 
make our community a better 
place to live by allowing women~ 
to engage in shared interests and 
promote the value of both the 
individual and family in our  
society. 
~The Kinettes were first 
organized nationally in 1942 as 
an associate branch o f .  the 
Kinsmen Club and now consist 
of almost 500 separate clubs na- 
tionwide. The club was organiz- 
ed in Terrace in February, 1954 
land since that time has become 
an integral part of our com- 
munity structure. 
Their big event of the year 
locally is the Annual Senior 
Citizen,s Sweetheart Dinner and 
-Dance, but the Kinettes also 
organize monthly lunches for 
seniors, sponsor a local Youth 
Soccer team and offer a baby sit- 
ting course for teens. For more 
information on the Kinette Club 
or their programs, phone Jackie 
Rose at 635-4635. 
P 
• • ••  i• • ,• / :  •• i 
Elect,i on,.- C 
her past term " rea l ly  • ticularlySkeena, need upgrading 
interesting" and also because or replacement ~as well. Als0, 
"education is in a time of transi- Laverne says she Wants a part in 
tion" -- and this transition is implementing the French Im- 
something she wants to be a part mersion Program at  the secon- 
of. Also, she says she has tried dary level and wants to see more 
to better board-teacher r lations emphasis on arts and music in 
and this is something shewants our local schools. And as one 
to continue to do. "I've learned final project, she adds that she 
eriough now to be much better at would like to see the ski program 
it," she says. re-introduced, "when we get a 
Edna says her primary interest ski hill". 
is to make sure that the board Frands Sabine (incumbent): 
works well in serving the corn- Francis has lived in Terrace for 
munity by keeping the public in- thepast 11 years and is currently 
formed as much as possible and employed as :a  counsellor at 
by keeping up with current Northwest Community College.- 
trends in education. He has been a school trustee for 
Eva M. Daniels (new can- the past two years, is presently a 
didate): Eva moved to Terrace in member of both the Terrace and 
1958 and has worked as a Terrace/Th0rnhil l  Advisory 
teacher and learning assistant Parks and Recreation Commis- 
for 13 years and held a position sions, and has served on the Ter- 
as the supervisor of primary in- raceview Lodge• Society board 
stiuctionfor 10years. Although for three years prior to its 
she has never: served the corn- amalgamation. . As a volunteer, 
munity as an elected official, she Francis has been a member of 
has been an executive membei" of the Centennial Lions for two 
the Catholic Women's •League years, a member of the K'san 
for five years and a "Brown HouseSociety for two years and 
Owl" in the guiding movement served as the treasurer of the 
for 11 years. Kermode FHendship Society in 
In her capacity as an 1978. 
educator, Eva was on the ex- Francis says he is seeking re- 
ecutive of the Principal-Vice election because, "I  feel I have 
Principal's Association during some unfinished business." He 
the 1984-85 school term, a says that now he has served one 
member of the Advisory Corn- term as a trustee, he has enough 
mittee to Early Childhood knowledge to continue the job in 
Education at Northwest Corn- a meaningful way and he doesn't 
munity College from 1962 to want to leave with a teachers 
1985, and has also been an ex- contract still in "limbo". 
ecutive member of the Terrace "This is of vital interest to the 
District Teachers' Association. whole community," he says, 
Eva says she is seeking elec- "and I feel my point of view 
tion as a trustee because she has could be useful." 
always been involved in educa- Francis says he has two 
tion and she now feels it is time primary goals:first, o find ways 
to give something back to the to encourage the board to carry 
community. And with her the French Immersion Program 
educational °background, she into the secondary level, which 
says, "I  feel I have the ex- he says would be consistent with 
perience and expertise to be a the federal and provincial in- 
good decision maker." If itiatives towards multicultural- 
elected, Eva says she is "very in- ]sm; second, to be a part of the 
terested" in the newly published board during the review of the 
Royal Commission on Educa- Royal Commission on Educa- 
tion and would liketo be involv- tion report. "There are some 
ed in the decision making and really exciting recommendations 
implementation f the "good" in that report that will actually 
recommendations in that report, change the school system as we 
Laverne Hislop (incumbent): know it," he says. "There are 
Laverne has been a Terrace resi- some really good things there." 
dent for 37 years. A busy 
homemaker, she has also found City Council 
time to serve the community as a Four candidates are seeking 
school trustee for the past eight election to three, two-year 
years, five of those as board terms. 
chairman. She has also been an Bob Cooper (incumbent): Bob 
avid supporter of the Pacific is a logging contractor who has 
Northwest,Music Festival for the been a Terrace resident since 
past 20 years and a volunteer for 1927. With the exception of one 
the Evangelical Free Church, year, he has been a city alder- 
where she is a member of the man since 1976 and in the past 
Women's Missionary Society also served eight years as a 
and has spent many hours cook- member of the Regional District 
ing at  children's and family board of directors, four of those 
camps, as chairman. He has been a 
Laverne says that during her member of many local service 
• time as a trustee she has enjoyed clubs and is a charter member of 
the "education" part of the job. the Terrace Jaycees. Other local 
She explains that her interest is groups include the Curling Club, 
due to the fact her own children the Terrace Flying Club and 
have already been through the Branch 13 of the Royal Cana- 
local school .system and her dian Legion. 
grandchildren are now there as Bob says he is seeking re- 
well. election because he has "been 
She describes the job of being there for a while" and has "a 
a school trustee as "chal- fair amount of experience". He 
lenging." and "rewarding" but explains that with his experience 
for her own part says, "Some /Is a logging contractor he has a 
things have not yet been corn- "good handle" on public works 
pleted. " She explains that work and is familiar with the 
has begun on the new Hazelton machinery, road costs and the 
school but local schools, par- type of procedures that should 
Ter race  Rev iew - -  Wednesday, November2, 1988!25 
the type, o f  templated running for office for 
b uld be pur- 
Bob says that his fondest 
dream is to see the local in- 
frastructure upgraded to a 
reasonable level. He explains 
• that Terrace is a member of the 
Federat ion  of  Canad ian  
Municipalitieswho have been 
lobbying for a federal-provincial 
agreement toupgrade municipal 
infrastructure and that with the 
next annual meeting being held 
in Vancouver, "we have an op- 
portunity to get a better idea 
how we fit into that plan". In 
the meantime, he says, Terrace 
must continue to upgrade ser- 
vices by using the Local Im- 
provement Pi'ogram to do small 
neighborhood projects such as 
upgrading streets and water and 
sewer fines. 
David Hell (new candidate): 
David was born and raised in 
Terrace and is presently the 
manager of the Terrace branch 
of Acklands Ltd. He has never 
served as an elected official but 
has been active in the communi- 
ty. He is a member of the Rotary 
Club, the Terrace Northmen 
Rugby Club tour chairman, a 
member of the Lutheran Church 
council and participates in a 
number of local sporting ac- 
tivities. 
David says that he has con- 
a number of years but this is the 
year he's decided to act because 
he feels that he can add "some 
fresh life" to city council and in- 
troduce some new ideas for the 
betterment of the community. 
"I've spefit my life here and I 
think it's time to put something 
back," he says. 
He says that he has no specific 
agenda at the moment other 
than "the betterment of Ter- 
race".. 
"I  want to give my time and 
talents to the city and I think we 
can look forward to a positive 
direction in the future," he says. 
Bob Jackman (incumbent): 
Bob moved to Terrace in the 
spring of 1981 and is presently 
working as a business consul- 
tant. He has served as a city 
alderman for four years and 
during that time has been chair- 
man of the Finance Committee 
for three years, a member of the 
Planning and Public Works 
Committee for three years and a 
member of the Planning and 
Economic Development Com- 
mittee for three years. 
As a volunteer, he is a five- 
year member of the Kinsmen 
club and served as president in 
1978, was the chairman of the 
Union Board of Health in 1987, 
was a member of the Ter- 
raceview Lodge Society for two 
years, Wasa member'of the Ter- 
race and District Credit Union 
Board of Directors from 1982 to 
1984 and "is presently the 
treasurer for the Kermode 
Friendship Society. 
Bob says he is running for re- 
election because he is satisfied 
with the appr6ach of the present 
city council, but at the same time 
is concerned with "where the 
community is going". He ex- 
plains that there is a "great 
potential" for Terrace and he 
wants to continue contributing 
to its growth. He addsthat while 
council has made some "major 
improvements" over the last 
three to four years there is still 
room for improvement and he 
would like to see a council which 
is more open and responsive to 
the city - -  a council which can 
help "if someone wants to get 
something done". 
Darryl Laurent (new can- 
didate): As the manager of thi~ 
Terrace/Kitimat Airport, Darryl 
is attending the National Airport 
Managers Convention in Ed- 
monton this week and was 
unavailable for an interview. He 
has been a member of the com- 
munity for a number of years 
and has been active as both a 
volunteer and advisor. A mote 
detailed profile will appear in 
next week's Ter race  Rev iew.  
i! • : 
CI =..IL I 
The Terrace Firefighters' Fire Safety House project got another funding boost last week 
with a donation of $500 from the Northern Motor Inn. Manager Gall Munson presented the 
cheque to Ray Tremblay, who noted that with contributions of cash and materials, the pro- 
ject is now halfway to being realized. 
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Tenace's Home Support Workers were honored recently at a luncheon. Program director Betty Stewart and Ter- 
race Community Services administrator Detlef Beck presented them with pins and certificates of appreciation. 
Stewart characterized the workers as "strong, energetic, trustworthy; cheerful, qu ick.thlnking, patient, and most 
of all, very caring people". 
TERRACE - -  As the result of 
an-operation that began with 
One investigator "working the 
files", Terrace RCMP last week 
swept eight young offenders off 
the street, all of them charged 
• with break, enter and theft. 
Three of the youths were 
charged in connection with a 
break, entry and theft at a 
residence on Pear St. in July. 
Two others were arrested on the 
same charge for incidents that 
occurred in three residences in 
the Agar-Kenney St. area during 
late September. 
Another three youths are 
charged with break, enter and 
theft at three residences in 
Thornh i l l  dur ing ear ly  
September. ' 
A court date has not yet been 
"determined. ~ 
. I 
NOTICE  OF  POLL  ' . .... _ . 
C ITY OF  TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE is given to the electors of the Munici polity that o poll is neceSSoiTof tiie election now 
pending, oncl that the persons nominated as condidotes at .the election, for whom votes will be re- 
ceived, are: 
FOR ALDERMAN (Three to be elected for Two-Year Terms) 
Other 
Surname names Office Term Residential Address Occupation 
COOPER Robert Alderman 1988-1990 4923 Twedle Avenue Retired 
HULL David Duane Alderman 1988-1990 207-2606 Sparks Street Manager 
JACKMAN Robert Lorne Alderman 1988-1990 5112 Medeek Avenue Consultant 
LAURENT Darryl Alderman 1988-1990 4126 Skoglund Street Airport Manager 
The poll will be opened at Clarence Michlel Elementary School Gymnasium, 3430 Sparks Street, 
Terrace, British Columbia, on Saturday, November 19, 1988, between the hours of 8:00 a.m, and 8:00 
p.m. 
Advance Polls will be opened at the City of Terrace Municipal Building, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, 
British Columbia, between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m,, on Thursday, November 10, 1988, 
and at Mills Memorial Hospital, 2711 Tetrault Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between the hours of 
4:00 p.m. and 6 :N  p.m. on Fr iday,  November 18, 1988. 
DATED at Terrace, British Columbia, this 1st'day of November, 1988. 
Elaine Johnson, 
iw/ik Returning Officer. 
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of the school district aforesaid that a p0il has become 
necessary at the election • now pending, and that Ihave granted such poll; and further, that the persons 
duly nominated as candidates at the said election for whom only votes will be received are: 
THE CITY OF TERRACE & TERRACE RURAL VOTING AREA 
TO BE ELECTED THREE 
NOTICE  OF  POLL 
ELECTION FOR TRUSTEE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.  88 (TERRACE) 
Other Term of 
Surname names Posit ion Office Resident ia l  Address Occupat ion  
CERVO Flip Trustee 89-90 
COOPER Edna A. Trustee 89-90 
DANIELS Eva M. Trustee 89-90 
HISLOP Rose Lavern Trustee 89-90 
SABINE Francis John Trustee 89-90 
127-4529 Straume Ave. 
4923 Twedle Ave. 
4545 Lowrie Street 
4741 Loen Ave. 







Terrace: Thursday, November 10, 1988, 9:00 o.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
City of Terrace Council Chambers, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace 
Hospital: Friday, November 18, 1988, 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 n.m. 
at Mills Memorial Hospital, 4720 Haugland, 
REGULAR POLL: Saturday, November 19, 1988, 8:00 o.m. 
Terrace: Clarence Michlel Elementary School, 3430 Sl 
Thornhilh Thornhill Elementary School, 2905 Clark Str( 
Rosewood: Parminter Residence, Rosswood 
UIk:  Mrs. M. Early Residence, Usk 
Lokelee Lake: Lloyd Johnstone Residence, Lakelse Lake • 
Ceclarvole: Museum, Cedorvole 
1"" OtVlN UNDER MYHAND AT TERRACE, B,C. this.31st do)._.  : :  .. ~ .... :~ 
IIi14¢ 
; .: . ::< (Mrs,) E. Johnson, 
' ' " ':":, :,: Returning Officer. 
Coming Events 
Wednesday, November 2 - -  Learn more about the situation In South 
Africa. Join us in a film series: Wednesdays at 7 p.m. at 3313,Sparks 
Street. Sponsored by Northwest Development Education Assoc. and 
the Women and Development Group. Call 635-2436 for more Info. 
Tonight's film: "Last Grave at Dlmbaza. 
Thursday, November 3 - -  The Caledonia Senior Secondary School will 
be having their Fall Concert at 7:30 p.m. in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The 
groups performing will Include: the Caledonia Concert and Stage 
Band, the Caledonia Choir, and the Caledonia Grade 7 Band. 
November 4, 5, 6 -- Theatre S.C. will be presenting regional 
workshops at Northwest Community College in Smlthers. Profes- 
sional instruction will be given in acUngldlrectlng and makeup. 
Workshops are open to members and non-members of Theatre S.C. 
For registration forms and further Information phone Ken Morton at 
635-7507. 
Saturday, November S - -  The Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge No. 68 is 
holding a Fall Tea & Bazaar from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the Odd- 
fellows Hall, 3222 Munroe. 
Sunday, November 6 -- The fourth annual "Workout for Heart", spon- 
sored by the B.C. Yukon Heart Foundation, will be held from 2 to 4 p.m. 
at Skeena School gym. This Is a fun.and-fitness workout led by Ter- 
race fitness Instructors and plannedaccommodate thebeglnner as 
well as the advanced fitness enthusiast. Pledges are collected by par, 
tlcipants and turned In at the event; you can also participate by mak- 
Ing a donation of your own. Pledge sheets are'available from fitness 
instructors, arena office, CFTK or by calling 638-0487. Prizes, 
refreshments and fun for everyone -- please Join usl 
Tuesday, November 8 - -  The public is invited to attend the regular 
school board meeting of School District No. 88 (Terrace) at 7:30 p.m. at 
John Field Elementary School In Hazelton. 
November 8 - 26--  The November show at the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery features the pottery of Elaln Rogers and the watercolors of 
Laurie Mlsner, both of Smlthers. Hours: Tues. - Sat. 12 noon - 3 p.m.; 
Tues. - Thurs. 7 - 9 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, November 9 -- The Terrace Writers' Guild regular 
workshop meeting will be held at the Emily Carr building at 7:30 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. 
Wednesday, November 9 - -  Learn more about the situation In South 
Africa Wednesdays at 7 p.m. at 3313 Sparks Street. Sponsored by 
Northwest Development Education Assoc. and the Women and 
Development Group. Call 635-2436 for more Info. Tonight's film: "You 
Have Struck A Rockl". 
Monday, November 14 -- The monthly re'eating for members of the 
Terrace Little Theatre will take place at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl 
Playhouse. New members are always welcome. 
Tuesday, November 15 - -  Friends and Families of Schizophrenics 
Support group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Mills Memorial Hospital, Psych 
Conference Room. Contact Mental Health at 638-3325. 
Wednesday, November 1B-  Terrace and District Community Services 
Society will hold its Annual General Meeting at 7:30 p.m. In the Terrace 
Public Library meeting room. A Board of Directors will be elected at 
• this meeting. The annual report highlighting the year's activities 
('871'63) will also be received. For further Info., please contact: Detlef 
Beck at 635-3178. 
Tuesday, November 22 -- There will be a play-reading of the suspense 
thriller, 'Ladles in Retirement', which will be performed In early 
February. Anyone Interested In taking part In any aspect of the pro- 
ductlon should plan to attend the meeting at 7:30 p.m. In the McCall 
Playhouse, 3625 Kalum St. 
Saturday, November 26 ..- The 14th Annual Big Band Dance will take 
place st Skeena Secondary School: 7 p.m. -- cocktails; 8 p.m. -- hot 
buffet; 9 p.m. - -  dancing (Jim Ryan's Sand). Tickets are available at 
Sight & Sound. For table reservations call 638-8466. 
Monday, November 28 . -  The monthly general meeting of the Terrace 
Art Association will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the Gallery. All members 
and interested persons ere urged to attend. 
Tuesday, November 29 -- The annual general meeting of the Skeena 
Valley Golf & Country Club will take place at 8 p.m. at the clubhouse. 
Saturday, December $ -- Applications for the Terrace Art Association 
Annual Christmas Arts and Crafts Sale held In the Art Gallery are now 
available at the Gallery, Library, Walllnda Crafts and Northern Lights 
Studl0. The sale will be held from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Set up for artists will 
be Friday, December 2. 
IMturday, December 3 - .  The annual Chrlstmse Tea and Bazaar of the 
United Church Women will be held at Knox United Church, 4908 
Lazelle Ave., from 2 p.m. - 4 p.m. Everyone Is welcome. 
lklturdsy, Jan. 28, 1989 --Canada's Royal • Winnipeg Ballet will be 
presented by the TerraCe and District Arts Council and the Terrace 
Concert 8oolety, Tickets are available at Erwln'e Jewellers In the 
8keens Mall, All leats are reserved. : 
i 
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The Solid Waste Task Force 
meeting at the Terrace Hotel last 
Wedhesday attracted a crowd of 
only about 16 local residents. 
After the meeting however, Task 
Force chairman James Rabbitt, 
the MLA for Yale/Lillooet, said 
he wasn't disappointed. He 
pointed out that waste disposal 
isn't a very exciting topic but 
those who turned out, although 
they offered nothing new, were 
interested and their comments 
reinforced those made at earlier 
meetings in other parts of the 
province. 
by Tod Straehan 
The main theme of the 
meeting was a "user pay" con- 
cept in which those contributing 
the most garbage would pay the 
most for its disposal. This, ac- 
cording to Rabbitt, would pro- 
mote recycling, and extend the 
life of current land fill projects. 
Also, an awareness campaign to 
have consumers boycott non- 
recyclable products would en-~ 
courage manufacturers to pro- 
duce recyclable goods and fur- 
ther reduce the annual volume 
of solid waste that is buried or 
otherwise disposed of in the pro- 
vince. 
This met with some approval 
JAMES RABBITT: Our 
society must change. ,~ 
Solid Waste Task Force chairman James Rabbltt (center), MLA for YalelLillooet, said he wasn't disappointed 
with the small turnout at the Terrace meeti.ng. "Waste disposal isn't a very exciting topic." Nonetheless, space 
for sanitary landfills In • B.C. is running out and, exciting or not, solutions have to be found. With Rabbitt are 
Ministry of Environment echnical advisors, Dave Douglas (left) and Robert Williams. 
at the meeting, but concern was 
expressed, not over the volume 
of waste, but with the content of 
the waste. It was pointed out 
that hazardous products uch as 
pesticides aren't recyclable and 
don't  belong in a land fill pro- 
ject. Rabbitt responded by say- 
ing that this concern had been 
raised before and there may be 
two basic solutions: consumer 
education and a refundable 
deposit hat would go to the con- 
sumer upon return of the con- 
tainer. 
Rabbitt pointed out during 
the evening that no recommen- 
dations have yet been formed, 
but generally speaking the future 
of solid waste disposal may look 
something like this: residents 
would have two containers in 
their homes, one for recyclables 
and one for garbage. When put 
out for pickup, a garbage truck 
would be followed by another 
vehicle that would pick up and 
sort recyclables. 
This, he says, would provide 
both an incentive and a non- 
incentive. Those not par- 
ticipating would have larger 
volumes of waste but would pay 
for it, and those who did par- 
ticipate would save money. Ac- 
cording to Rabbitt this system 
has been used successfully by the 
municipality of Delta for the 
past few months and is already 
being looked at by other com- 
munities. 
In order to make this work, 
however, Rabbitt says that our 
society must change. According 
to Rabbitt, throw-away goods 
are consumei'-driven. That is, 
manufacturers produce throw- 
away products because that's 
what consumers want - -  and 
this whole philosophy has to 
change in order to prevent what 
,he says could become an en- 
vironmental nightmare. 
At the current rate of useage, 
says Rabbitt, 60 percent of the 
province's landfills are expected "
to be full in 10 years, and 90 per- 
cent could be full within 20 
years. Also of growing concern 
is the use of plastics in all kinds 
of disposables =- from fast food 
containers to disposable diapers. 
These, he says, are creating an 
environmental concern that may 
be difficult to deal with. 
There are a few side notes to 
the meeting however which in- 
dicate that even the Task Force 
still has a distance to go before 
adopting• a new philosophy on 
the generation and disposal of 
solid wastes, The first is Task 
Force's information package - -  
it ~vas Sent out tohundreds of 
• media outlets and community 
leaders, and consists of hun- 
dreds of pages weighing 830 
grams (about wo pounds). This 
amounts to hundreds of pounds 
of paper that will probably be 
fully read by only a few. 
Thesecond item of note was 
really out of their control but 
demonstrates how easily our  
society has accepted the throw- ... 
away concept :-- coffee was serv- 
ed in styrofoam cups. As it turn- 
ed out, the Terrace Hotel didn't 
have enough china so they turn- 
ed to the easy alternative of the" 
throw-away. Rabbitt strongly 
urged everyone to use the same 
cup when they went back for a 
refill. 
FROM GENERAL FLOODING IN NORTHWEST BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Your Provincial Government is surveying and determining tile extent of loss and damage to property of 
individuals, farms, small businesses, charitable organizations and municipalities affected by storms occurring 
on or about September 27-29, 1988. 
ASSESSMENT APPLICATIONS: 
Assessment Application forn.ls and information packages are available at municipal, district and regional 
district offices located at Hagensborg, Hazelton, New Hazelton, Kitimat-Stikine, Smithers and Terrace. 
Packages are also available at Government Agent offices located at Bella Coola; Kiiimat, Smithers and 
Terrace. 
ASSESSMENT CATEGORIES: • 
CLAIMS WILL BE LIMITED to those falling within the following categories: 
1. Where a creek, river or lake overtakes its banks causing flooding, exclusive of erosion or 
landscaping losses. 
2. Where a creek or river erodes its banks and causes property damage, exclusive of erosion or 
landscaping losses. 
3. Where a creek or river changes courses and causes property damage, exclusive of erosion or 
landscaping losses. 
4. Where land slippage or slide causes property damage, exclusive of erosion or landscaping losses. 
N.B. - Damages btcurred as a result of backup of drahzs, escape of water from sewers or surface water runoff 
are not eligible for compensation. 
Recreational property/buildings do not qualify for assistance. 
ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES: 
Individuals, farms, small businesses, charitable organizations and municipalities who wish to have their 
storm damage appraised are advised that all Assessment Application forms must be submitted by November 
30, 1988 to the nearest Government Agent's office or sent directly to the Assessing firm of Brouwer Claims 
Canada &Co. Ltd. at 4603 K Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4V1, Telephone (604} 635-7733. -~ 
It is imperative that Assessment Application forms be obtained without delay, completed in detaiJ and 
returned promptly to facilitate arly examination ofdamages.Along with these forms related insurance 
policies, tax notices, proof of ownership, property titles and detailed lists of items damaged or destroyed will 
be required. 
Those seeking assistance are further advised it is advantageous to salvage and conduct whatever emergency 
cleaning and repairs necessary toreduce the loss. Details pertaining to the above should be listed and held 
for examination by assessors when personal inspections are conducted. 
Province of 
, ~- Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  " " - '  " 
" M in i s t ry•  of Solicitor Genera l  
P rov inc ia l  Emergency Program 
' [ = . . . .  " i 1 " i i i i i i " i1  i r  i i " 
ROBERT WILLIAMS: The 
user-pay concept will in- 
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